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Executive Summary
This deliverable demonstrates how Limerick City and County Council utilised the Bold
City Vision (BCV) Framework in supporting the strategic Limerick Development Plan
2022-2028. It will map and align the processes and initiatives used in preparing the draft
plan that was published in July 2021 against the framework. A key outcome of this
process is the development of a Roadmap for the decarbonisation of Limerick City by
2050 which will be developed into a coherent action plan utilising the BCV framework  as
part of Limerick’s Climate Action Plan which will be prepared in 2023.

The Limerick Development Plan 2022 is the first Development Plan to be prepared for
the newly created Limerick City and County Council that was created in 2014. This new
Authority merged the city and rural area of Limerick. The new authority will also see the
election of Ireland’s first directly elected mayor by 2025. The plan is being prepared in
accordance with national legislation and in the context of rapidly changing policy in
particular in respect to the climate crisis and the post pandemic society that is emerging.

In this regard, Limerick has aligned the BCV framework within the context of the Irish
policy hierarchy and legal frameworks that govern the preparation of Development
Plans. Section 3 demonstrates how the various processes outlined in the BCV framework
were implemented. In particular, it will evaluate existing participation and engagement
processes including new and innovative practice being deployed in Limerick. Section 4
outlines the proposed Roadmap to decarbonising Limerick city centre. Section 5
highlights what is required to fully embrace and implement the underlying principles of
the BCV framework into a fully integrated planning process that includes
implementation, and replication. In particular, the emerging Limerick Decarbonisation
Zone Action Plan and the Local Authority’s Climate Action Plan that will be prepared over
the course of 2022 and 2023. These strategies will address the requirement to reduce
carbon by 51% by 2050 and to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050.

The report will outline a number of key action plans that are to be prepared that will
enable and support the creation of a Positive Energy City by 2050, and a framework on
how Limerick can develop this capability to address the climate transition, together with
local stakeholders.

D4.7: D4.7: Limerick 2050 Vision, Integrated Action Plan and Digital Guide, v.5 7
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1. Introduction
The Limerick Development Plan 2022 will set out an overall strategy for the proper
planning and sustainable development of  Limerick city and county. It is being prepared
within the context of the National Planning Framework1, Ireland’s Climate Action Plan2

and the Climate Action and Low Carbon Development  (Amendment) Act 20213. One of
the fundamental requirements is to prepare a Climate Action Plan for the Local Authority
that will deliver a 51% reduction in carbon by 2030 and full carbon neutrality by 2050. A
key element of delivering these mandated targets is the development of a defined
decarbonisation zone in the city which will see a deliberate focus on a place based
approach to climate action that will bring together the findings of a robust evidence
base, context specific conditions and the promotion of wider collaboration and
involvement of stakeholders to create specific tailored actions to deliver the required
outcomes. The BCV framework will provide the framework to deliver on this aspiration.

The BCV Guidelines provides a framework against which the existing structures of the
organisation – including its policy formulation process can be assessed. In particular, the
legal requirements / processes for the preparation of the Development Plan as set out in
the “Planning and Development Act 2000-2021” are assessed against the Guidelines and
recommendations are made for the preparation of future strategies.

Critically,  the Covid Pandemic has had a significant impact on the preparation of plans
and strategies with a significant shift towards the adoption of digital / virtual engagement
tools. These changes are captured within this report.

1.1. Structure of this report

This document will describe how we in Limerick applied the framework to the
preparation of the Draft  Development Plan and how it was adapted to the local
situation, in particular the legal framework that governs the preparation of Development
Plans in Ireland. Reference is also made to the restrictions imposed by the Covid 19
Pandemic. It will critically include an evaluation of processes that were used in Limerick
as well as the barriers and challenges faced in implementing the guidelines. In the review
of the process used for the preparation of the Development Plan lessons learnt will be
applied to the preparation of the Positive Limerick Plan and other related strategies. It
also highlights the specific policies that have been included to support the objectives of

3 https://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2021/act/32/section/15/enacted/en/html

2 https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/6223e-climate-action-plan-2021/

1 https://npf.ie/
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the +CxC project as well the further adoption of the framework in the proposed
Decarbonising Strategy outline.

This report is structured in five  main sections:
● Section 1: Introduction and Context provides a concise introduction to the

deliverable, +CityxChange, Work Package 4 and related tasks. It will also outline
the legislative context into which the BCV is being developed..

● Section 2: Applying the Methodology in Limerick describes the process of
mapping and refining and the Bold City Vision Framework in LHC Limerick in the
course of preparing the Development Plan. It will highlight specific structures,
methods and tools used. A specific focus will be given to citizen engagement
including a review of existing practices in Ireland.

● Section 3: (Results) Roadmap to a Positive Energy Limerick 2050 demonstrates
and documents what Limerick City and County Council needs to do in order to
strategically align its plans, policies and actions in meeting the challenges of the
Green Transition through the utilisation of the BCV Guidelines. It outlines the
policies that have been successfully included within the Development Plan that
specifically support this project

● Section 4: Conclusion summarises the activities and results of the Bold City Vision
in LHC Limerick.

● Annex: Provides a catalogue of some of the practices and results achieved over
the period  of the project.

1.2. Understanding the Task

This deliverable sets out the experience of the Limerick City and County Council in
delivering a Bold City Vision (BCV). The guideline for preparing the BCV is set out in the
Consortium Agreement and Framework for the development of a Bold City Vision in T3.1.
The Consortium Agreement states that:

“It will use evidence-based data and insights to make informed
decisions on urban, economic and social aspects of its future,
guided by the overarching goals and ethical standards as set in the
Sustainable Development Goals 2030 (Section 1.3.5). The Integrated
Modelling, DST, associated ICT Ecosystem, and digital platforms will
be used extensively in the implementation of this task. At all points
during the process, the DST will be used to model different potential
scenarios proposed for the Bold City Vision and identify the
implications of their implementations in the city. This information
will be displayed back to the citizens through the citizen engagement
platform (T3.1) using the KPIs as outlined in Section 1.3.6.1.”

D4.7: D4.7: Limerick 2050 Vision, Integrated Action Plan and Digital Guide, v.5 9
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There are 4 stages / elements of the process:
Policy Development / Alignment:

○ Identify existing city, regional and national strategies, vision statements
and current goals under different thematic headings and align them to the
Sustainable Development Goals 2030 where possible.

○ Conduct a SWOT analysis and review formal existing community
engagement and public consultations structures and processes that are in
place to understand which can be leveraged for the Bold City Vision.

Consultation:

○ A consultation programme to be initiated to inform the relevant
communities of the need to define a Bold City Vision 2050 and to
communicate the initial Limerick city baseline and KPIs.

○ The citizen participation methodology and platform developed in T3.1 will
be leveraged to extend this consultation.

○ Based on this consultation programme the Bold City Vision 2050 and the
City Goals will be defined while local priorities will be identified.

Roadmap:

○ A roadmap to achieve the +Limerick 2050 Bold City Vision will be
co-created with the citizens as well as with local politicians, key industry
partners and the urban authority.

Guidelines:

○ A set of guidelines for future updating of the Bold City Vision and
integrating current and future strategies will be created in a Digital Guide,
including a catalogue of successful urban processes and solutions (with
T3.6).

Task 3.2 provided a framework within which the BCV can be delivered.

D4.7: D4.7: Limerick 2050 Vision, Integrated Action Plan and Digital Guide, v.5 10
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Fig. 1.1: BCV Framework (source: D3.1 Framework for Bold City Vision, Guidelines, and Incentive Schemes (SDG
City Transition)4

1.3. Connection to relevant +CityxChange activities

The overall +CityxChange co-creation approach is reflected in the many deliverables that
have been developed in the project. These deliverables have been co-developed by all
partner cities and as a result are capable of being adapted and implemented across
Europe.

A main resource is the strategic City Transition Framework (BCV Framework) that
supports planning and strategies towards 2050 for deployment of Positive Energy Blocks
and Districts, energy transition, and climate neutrality. Implementation of an Innovation
Playground is most closely connected with the co-project on Citizen Observatories.
Citizen Observatories can be seen as the work of setting up the physical and virtual
spaces for innovation, and Implementation of an Innovation Playground includes the
activities, events and resulting innovative solutions. Implementation of an Innovation

4https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-in
centive-schemes/
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Playground builds on frameworks developed in an earlier phase of the +CityxChange
project. The overall vision, citizen engagement methods, methodology and framework
have been anchored in the following co-projects:

● Support Framework for Bold City Vision, Guidelines and Incentives Schemes5

● Development of Citizen Participation Playbook and Platform6

● Framework for Innovation Labs towards DPEB Solutions7

● Framework for an Innovation Playground8

Activities and outputs from Implementation of an Innovation Playground are also
interconnected with co-project Bold City Vision and Guidelines. The Bold City Vision has
been used to link stakeholders, actions and resources. It functions as a tool to drive
citizen engagement and innovation in Limerick  and serves as a roadmap for the creation
of a Positive Energy City by 2050 and more importantly the Climate Transition.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the main connections between Implementation of an Innovation
Playground and other co-projects within +CityxChange. The arrows indicate inputs,
outputs and parallel co-projects. Relevant activities and solutions from Implementation
of an Innovation Playground will be integrated in other co-projects dealing with utilisation
and integration of solutions, as well as providing important input to the work on scaling
up and replication of +CityxChange solutions. For example, user testing of the
community mapping app in Limericks Innovation Playgrounds will feed into the mobility
work in co-project Seamless eMobility.

8 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d3-3-framework-for-innovation-playgrounds/

7 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d3-6-framework-for-dpeb-innovation-labs/

6 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/delivery-of-the-citizen-participation-playbook/

5https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-incentive-s
chemes/
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Fig. 1.2: Connecting Bold City Vision and Guidelines with related +CityxChange co-projects. (Reeves 2022)

1.4. Understanding the Context - The Development Plan
Process in Ireland

This section describes the context within which the framework is being applied. It sets
out the legal structure and process for the preparation of a statutory Development Plan
and the issues generated by these structures in implementing the framework. It will
place the process for the preparation of the development plan into the BCV framework
to highlight potential deficiencies in the current process.

1.4.1. The Legal Basis, for the Preparation of a Development Plan

The legislative basis for the preparation and adoption of a Development Plan is set out in
Sections 9-12 of The Planning and Development Act 2000,9 as amended (“the Act”).
Section 10(1) provides that the Development Plan shall set out an overall strategy for the
proper planning and sustainable development of the area and shall consist of a Written
Statement and a Plan or Plans indicating the development objectives for the area. In

9 Planning and Development Act 2000-2020
https://revisedacts.lawreform.ie/eli/2000/act/30/revised/en/pdf?annotations=trueas amended
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respect of Limerick the area refers to both the city and the county.The making of the
Development Plan is a reserved function of the elected members of the Local Authority.

The Act sets out the mandatory requirements which must be included in a Development
Plan and these include objectives for inter alia:

● Zoning provisions
● Infrastructure
● Environment
● Social, Community and Cultural Considerations
● Preservation of Landscape Character
● Protection of Structures
● Preservation of Architectural Conservation Areas
● Regeneration
● Traveller Accommodation
● Amenities
● Major Accidents Directive
● Community Services  Gaeltacht Areas
● Climate Change
● Public Rights of Way
● Landscape
●

1.4.2. The Policy Framework of the Development Plan

Section 10(1A) of The Act provides that the Development Plan shall include a Core
Strategy which shows that the development objectives in the Plan are consistent, as far
as practicable, with national and regional development objectives as set out in the
National Planning Framework (NPF), the Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy (RSES)
and with Specific Planning Policy Requirements (SPPRs) set out in Section 28 Ministerial
Guidelines. Fig 1.3 below illustrates this policy hierarchy and shows the interaction of
other policy instruments with the process.

D4.7: D4.7: Limerick 2050 Vision, Integrated Action Plan and Digital Guide, v.5 14
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Fig. 1.3: Irish Hierarchy of Plans and EU and National Legislation and Policy (source: Mayo County Council)10

As outlined above, the plan making process must take account of the “statutory
obligations” of any Local Authority in the area and any relevant policies or objectives for
the time being of the Government or of any Minister of the Government. Annex 1
contains a list of these guidelines. Furthermore, this also contains the range of EU
Directives that form part of the consideration in the Development Plan preparation
process.

The Office of the Planning Regulator (OPR) was established in 2019 and oversees the
enhancement of Ireland’s planning system by driving the coordination of planning policy
implementation across national, regional and local levels, building a stronger knowledge
base and ensuring regular reviews of the performance of Planning Authorities and An
Bord Pleanála. One of the core functions of the OPR is to independently evaluate and
assess statutory development plans and regional strategies, and variations to these, with
a view to ensuring that the plan or strategy provides for the proper planning and
sustainable development of the area concerned. The OPR may issue a Notice to the
Minister recommending that a Ministerial Direction be issued. It is however the role of
the Minister to issue any Direction to compel the Planning Authority to address any
“matter”.

1.4.3. The Timeline for Preparing a Development Plan

Sections 11 and 12 of the Act sets out a detailed timetable for the preparation of a
Development Plan. Each step is set out within the time table. Guidance notes have been

10https://www.mayo.ie/getmedia/aae4ebe0-808a-40ac-a306-01d849cd1fa0/Vol-1-Draft-Mayo-Cou
nty-Development-Plan-2021-2027-FINAL.pdf
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prepared for Local Authorities to explain the process. It should be noted that the time
table cannot be extended.

Fig 1.4 illustrates each stage of the process and the timeline to be followed in the
preparation of a Development Plan. The process is broken into 5 stages with stage 1
consisting of the preparation / review of the existing plan and the compilation of some
baseline information. The formal process has a duration of 99 weeks with an additional 6
weeks before the plan becomes operational. In the case of Limerick this formal process
commenced in August 2020 and will be completed in June 2022.

This review covers the period to September 2021 which coincides with the closing of the
period of consultation on the Draft Development Plan.

D4.7: D4.7: Limerick 2050 Vision, Integrated Action Plan and Digital Guide, v.5 16
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Fig. 1.4: The Development Plan Process and Timeline  2022 (Office of the Planning Regulator) 11

11 https://www.opr.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Development-Plan-Process-Infographic.pdf
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1.4.4. Implications of the Development Plan Process

As outlined above, the Irish Development Plan process, structure and content is set
down in law and must be adhered  to. This highly structured methodology constrains
some of the sub processes outlined in the BCV framework. Critically, the impact of this
time-table on the deliverable is that this report will describe and evaluate the process up
to the start of “Stage 2” as outlined above i.e. the preparation of the Draft Development
Plan.

Secondly, the Limerick BCV will be designed for the entire County of Limerick and not just
the city. This will ensure that the vision has a legal / statutory basis.

Finally, in respect of the application of the framework itself the process is concentrated
within the the first 2 elements i.e. “Engage and Design”.

D4.7: D4.7: Limerick 2050 Vision, Integrated Action Plan and Digital Guide, v.5 18
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2. Adapting the Framework Methodology to the
Limerick Context

This section sets out how the BCV Framework was implemented in Limerick during the
course of the preparation of the Limerick Development Plan. It will outline in detail and
evaluate  the local processes utilised as the plan was created. As outlined in Section 3 the
processes within the framework have been adapted to accord with Irish legislation and
local structures.

2.1. Standardisation & Policy Development

The framework states that the purpose of standardisation is to create the basis for open
innovation by drawing on available standards. This requires not only a standardised
approach to the development of KPIs but critically the development of an evaluation
framework that enables the connection between data, action and impact to be set out.

2.1.1. Development Plan Context

As outlined above the process for the preparation of a Development Plan is set out in
the Planning and Development Act 2000 -2021. The act sets out the process and timeline
for the preparation of the plan but also mandatory objectives. These mandatory
objectives include land use zoning, the provision of infrastructure, the Record of
Protected Structures, urban renewal and the Seveso Directive12. The Act also provides for
“relevant discretionary objectives (listed in the First Schedule of the Act), e.g. sustainable
settlement and transport strategies, control of areas and structures, e.g. density and
design issues (referring as appropriate to the Government’s policies set out in Action on
Architecture 2002-2005), community facilities e.g. healthcare, recreational and children’s
play facilities, environment and amenities e.g. landscape protection, infrastructure and
transport e.g. reservations of land for road and rail.

The legislation and subsequent guidelines (2007)13provides limited guidance on the
development of KPI’s other than stating the need for carrying out analyses such as
estimates of future population, employment, housing levels, educational requirements,
transport demand patterns, water services capabilities, natural and built/cultural
environmental assets and environmental carrying capacity assessments.

13 https://www.opr.ie/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/2007-Development-Plans-1.pdf

12 Council Directive 96/82/EC
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The adoption of the National Planning Framework in 2018 provided for the first time a
clear set of objectives for the development of our cities, towns and rural areas. Rooted
the SDGs it set out 10 “National Strategic Outcomes” that will form the basis of all
national, regional and local policy development:

Fig. 2.1: National Strategic Outcomes (source: National Planning Framework Govt of Ireland)14

The framework was to cascade downwards from National level to the regional level and
down to the local level. At the regional level, Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies are
now adopted and  provide the context for county development plans. However with the
exception of population targets there is an absence of local / county / city KPIs.

2.1.2. Implementation

In the absence of any legal / government guidance the process of standardisation at the
local level in Limerick was to be aligned with the SDGs.  This process has 3 distinct stages:

● The adoption of the SDGs as a corporate objective for the local authority.
● The alignment of policies within the development plan process to the SDGs.
● The development of an evaluation framework against which the performance of

the county can be judged.

14 https://npf.ie/
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2.1.2.1. Adoption of the SDGs as a Corporate Goal

Section 134 of the Local Government Act 2001 provides that a Corporate Plan be
prepared every 5 years. The plan is to be approved by the elected members. It sets out
the strategic approach of the Council across its various activities including the objectives
and priorities for each of the principal activities.

The inclusion of the SDG’s in the Corporate Plan 2019-202415 was therefore seen as the
essential first step in embedding the achievement of the SDG’s across the organisation.
In this context  the SDG’s have been included as an addendum to the Key Performance
Indicators.

The commitment to the SDGs as outlined in the Corporate Plan acted as a launchpad for
the alignment of policies within the Development Plan to the SDGs. Critically, the process
has helped identify key internal stakeholders who could act as agents of change in
bringing about this change in the context of the new county development plan.

Future iterations of the Corporate Plan must see the development of the KPI framework
beyond service delivery indicators as outlined below to ones rooted back to the SDGs.

15 Limerick City and County Council Corporate Plan 2019 - 2024
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Fig. 2.2:  Limerick City and County Council Key performance indicators  ( Limerick City and County Council
Corporate Plan 2019-2024)

2.1.2.2. The Alignment of Policies Within the Development Plan to the
SDGs.

The commitment provided within the corporate plan to align to the SDGs has been
incorporated into the development plan process. This process commenced at the initial
consultation / issues phase of the development plan preparation. The issues phase asks
citizens, organisations etc. to present their issues / desires to be included in the
development plan. This exercise was carried out in the virtual engagement room created
by the Council to inform and enable the public to make their opinion heard. It consisted
of a short video outlining the SDGs and a simple question - What SDG do you think is
most important in Limerick?  All submissions were subsequently aligned to the SDGs and
formed the basis of policy formulation.

This exercise was the first stage in raising the awareness of the SDGs with the public but
critically commenced the process of alignment of policies to the SDGs. The evaluation of
the submissions received and the alignment of the issues raised to the SDGs provided a
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basis for the prioritisation of policies within the plan. Fig 2.3 summarises the results of
this process.

Fig. 2.3 Results of initial consultation kieran reeves

The draft plan published in July 2021 contained 379 objectives and policies and each one
has been aligned to the SDGs and has been included as part of the Strategic
Environmental Assessment that has been carried out of the draft plan.

Fig. 2.4: Policy alignment within  the development plan. LCCC Draft Development Plan16

16https://www.limerick.ie/council/services/planning-and-property/limerick-development-plan/draft-
plan/volume-4
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2.1.3. Next Steps - The Development Of An Evaluation Framework

The alignment of the policies and objectives of the development plan to the SDGs
represents a significant step in anchoring the development plan to international policy.
The plan is already aligned to National Policy through the oversight of the Office of the
Planning Regulator. The next step is to begin the process of measuring progress in
achieving the goals. Being able to localise the goals and the global indicators against
which we measure progress will further embed the SDGs across society and highlight the
need for local actions as the cornerstone for achieving the goals. In addressing the local
dimension of the SDGs municipalities and cities are more than implementing agencies
but are actual drivers of change (European Handbook for SDG Voluntary Local Reviews).

In this regard 2 options are currently under consideration:

● The “United for Smart Sustainable Cities” (U4SSC)
● SDG Voluntary Local Review in accordance with the European Handbook. 

2.1.3.1. United For Smart Sustainable Cities ( U4SSC)

The United for Smart Sustainable Cities (U4SSC)17 is a UN initiative coordinated by ITU,
UNECE and UN-Habitat, and supported by CBD, ECLAC, FAO, ITU, UNDP, UNECA, UNECE,
UNESCO, UN Environment, UNEP-FI, UNFCCC, UNIDO, UNU-EGOV, UN-Women, and
WMO to achieve Sustainable Development Goal 11: "Make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable". U4SSC serves as the global platform to
advocate for public policy and to encourage the use of ICTs to facilitate and ease the
transition to smart sustainable cities.

The initiative has developed Key Performance Indicators (KPI‘s) for Smart Sustainable
Cities and a self-assessment tool in order to achieve the UN Sustainable Development
Goals – a corporate objective of the Council set out in the Corporate Plan. By developing
a consistent and standardised method for the collection of data in accordance with best
international practice.

The assessment will benchmark the city’s performance against 91 indicators that will
provide a holistic view of the city’s performance under 3 categories:

● Economy
● Environment
● Society and Culture

17 https://u4ssc.itu.int/
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At the end of the process a city factsheet is produced that contains the outcomes and
achievements from implementing the KPIs for the participating city. It  highlights the city’s
smart initiatives and how they have helped it in achieving the different targets set in the
SDGs. A city factsheet is the ideal tool to promote a city’s smart strategy and to
demonstrate its progress in reaching the SDGs at the international level.

The U4SSC methodology and framework is a very precise programme that is carried out
over a 3 - 6 month period where the KPI’s are known in advance. The focus of the
framework is on measuring SDG 11 with a clear focus on the use of smart technologies.
The structured methodology and access to independent verification provides a high level
of validity to the process.

2.1.3.2. SDG Voluntary Local Review (VLR)18

A Voluntary Local Review or VLR is a data-driven review by a municipality or region on
where the community stands in relation to the SDGs’ 169 targets and 232 indicators19.
The first city to carry out a  Voluntary Local Review was New York in 2018: at the UN High
Level Political Forum NYC presented a unique document in which it proposed a
comprehensive analysis of the city’s progress towards the localization of Sustainable
Development Goals. Since then the number of VLRs has increased from 35 in 2020 to 69
in 2021, and more than 30 are in the pipeline for 2021-2022. The EU recognised that the
localisation of the SDGs was of extreme importance given that cities are the places
where the most citizens live and commenced the process of preparing supporting cities
to carry out their own VLR. This was to be supported by the Urban Data platform (UDP)
-https://urban.jrc.ec.europa.eu/en). The handbook was published in 2020 and has the
goal of providing “support to European Cities willing to prepare their SDG Local Voluntary
Reviews. It is designed to be a guide for the selection of appropriate indicators to use in
the assessment and to tailor their review to local situations and challenges (pg9). The
handbook is structured in 3 parts:

Part 1: Illustrates the issues linked to SDG monitoring at local scale in particular:
Part 2: Presents a set of indicators that can be used for the VLRs according to a set of
criteria.
Part 3: Presents and analyses the VLRs already published by local and regional
governments around the world since 2017.

While the handbook provides details of indicators and how other cities have presented
their VLR there is no set template for the completion of a VLR. At the heart of the process
is a partnership between the municipality, other government institutions and citizens.

19 (https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/indicators-list/ accessed 21/12/2021).

18 https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC118682
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If Limerick were to embark on the process of preparing a VLR this handbook provides a
very good launchpad. However, it must be accompanied by a commitment to translate
the findings into policy development and implementation. data sets that are accessible
are identified and some experimental data gathering exercises are also highlighted.
There is also support available from the JRC to support Limerick in the process should it
so wish.

●

Fig. 2.5: Summary of theVLR process
(https://www.arcolab.org/en/voluntary-local-review-vlr-sdg-localizzazione-localization/)

2.2. Innovative Partnerships

“Cities cannot realise the SDGs without cross sectoral
collaboration” ( D3.1 pg17)20

The Framework for Bold City Vision highlights the necessity of developing a broad
partnership across all facets of society in attracting knowledge, solutions and finance.
This process takes time as it is predicated on developing the capacity to listen and
acknowledging that the solutions are not the preserve of any one party. In supporting
each other risks are mitigated and resources are maximised.

2.2.1. Formal Structures of Engagement

Ireland has developed structures to develop partnership across all elements of the
quadruple helix. These structures have a legal basis. In the context of preparing the
Development two such structures were engaged.

20https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelin
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2.2.1.1. Strategic Policy Committees

Strategic Policy Committees (SPCs) include representation from a range of sectors such
as business, farming, environment, trade unions and community and voluntary sectors
together. The remit of the SPCs is set out in law (The Local Government Act 2001 as
amended by Section 41 of the Local Government Reform Act 2014). It is:

“to consider matters connected with the formulation, development,
monitoring and review of policy which relate to the functions of the Local
Authority and advise the authority on those matters.”

They have no remit in relation to routine operational matters regarding the delivery of
services. There are 5 SPCs operating in Limerick21:

● Travel And Tourism.
● Climate Action, Biodiversity and Environment
● Economic Development, Enterprise and Planning
● Community Leisure and Culture
● Home and Social Development

Each SPC consists of 16 Elected Members and 8 sectoral interest nominees, except in
the case of the Community, Leisure and Culture SPC where the sectoral interest
nominees is 10. The sectoral breakdown of the SPC membership is set out below. The
sectoral membership is drawn from representatives of National Sectoral Pillars and
members of the Public Participation Network.

The structure and operation of the SPC system is regimented in a manner to ensure
integration with the decision making processes of the local authority. The Development
Plan Process is one example of this. The SPC is consulted at each stage of the process
and their feedback is incorporated into the overall process.

2.2.1.2. Public Participation Network

A Public Participation Network (PPN) is a network that allows local authorities to connect
with community groups around the country. The PPN is the 'go to' for all local authorities
who wish to benefit from community and voluntary expertise in their area. Community
groups must register to join the PPN in their Local Authority area. The aim of the PPN is
to enable citizens, and their representative groups, have a greater say in local
government decision-making, specifically those decisions that affect their own
communities.

21https://www.limerick.ie/sites/default/files/media/documents/2020-09/spc-scheme-2019-2024.pd
f
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The main role of the PPN is to:
● Identify and discuss issues of collective concern and work towards influencing

policy locally.
● To actively incorporate viewpoints of socially excluded groups
● Encourage and facilitate public participation in local planning and decision

making.
● Serve as a nominating structure for community interests on local government

committee structures.

Limerick Public Participation Network 22is a countywide network that facilitates people
from the community, social inclusion and environmental pillars to participate in local
decision-making and policy-development structures. It is part of the framework for public
participation in local government and it has a statutory basis in Section 127 of  the Local
Government Act 2001 (as amended). Membership is made up of eligible groups /
organisations.

The PPN comprises  of a number of interconnected structures, which are:

● Plenary: The full membership of the PPN (excluding Associate Members) is
referred to as the Plenary and it is the Governing Body with overall responsibility
for the PPN. It meets at least twice a year in Plenary session and one of the
sessions includes the Annual General Meeting of the membership.

● Pillars: The PPN membership is divided into three pillars or sectors namely;
Environmental, Community/Voluntary and Social Inclusion. Each member
organisation/group chooses the Pillar which best represents their primary
interest.

● Municipal Districts: The City and County of Limerick comprises four Municipal
Districts: Limerick Metropolitan, Adare-Rathkeale, Cappamore-Kilmallock and
Newcastle West. A PPN member’s Municipal District is determined by where they
primarily operate or their official address.

● Secretariat: Manages the PPN in accordance with national guidelines, to the
highest possible standard and according to Plenary-approved governance
processes and procedures, supports the activities and priorities of the PPN
Linkage Groups and drafts an annual work plan, for review and approval by the
Plenary. The Secretariat is made up of 10 members: 2 from each of the
pillars/sectors and 1 from each of the Municipal Districts. The PPN strives for
gender balance in the membership.

22 https://www.limerickppn.ie/about/
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● Linkage Groups: are established by the Secretariat following a formal request
from Limerick City and County Council, or other agreed external body, to the
Secretariat seeking PPN representation on a specific committee(s) and the
numbers of representatives required, including any specific criteria attached. The
Linkage Group will elect the representative(s) from within its membership.
Currently there are 8 active linkage groups:

○ Climate Action, Biodiversity & Environment
○ Community, Leisure & Culture
○ Community Safety & Policing
○ Economic Development, Enterprise & Planning
○ Home & Social Development
○ Limerick URBACT Health & Greenspace
○ Travel & Transportation
○ Urban and Rural Community Development & Social Inclusion

The PPN was engaged and notified at all stages in the preparation of the draft plan  as a
stakeholder and many of their members made individual submissions to the process.

2.2.2. Statutory and Non-Statutory Stakeholder Engagement

In addition to engaging with the formal structures set out above the legislation sets out a
number of “Prescribed Bodies” who must be engaged with in the course of preparing a
development plan. These stakeholders consist of  a range of state bodies, representative
groups and Community Development Companies that are listed in the Act23. The full list
is provided in Annex 2.

In addition to notifying all these parties individual meetings were offered to stakeholders.
Over 30 such meetings were held as part of this process. Fig 2.6  below summarises the
meeting held.

23 Planning and Development  Act 2000 as amended -
https://revisedacts.lawreform.ie/eli/2000/act/30/revised/en/html
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Fig. 2.6 : Summary of stakeholder consultation ( Source LCCC)

2.2.2.1. Limerick Digital Leaders Network (DLN)24

The framework recognises that in addition to these formal partnership structures  more
agile and focused partnerships are required if a city is to be able to properly address the
challenges of Climate Change and Sustainable Development.

The Limerick Digital Leaders Network is an example of an innovative partnership
structure. Established in December 2016, the DLN consists of stakeholders and
thought-leaders from leading organisations that committed on a voluntary basis to work
together and support the development of Smart Limerick City Region. The network
includes members from 27 public and private organisations, small and large commercial
enterprises, academic institutions and research centres, community and voluntary
organisations and local development companies.

24https://www.limerick.ie/council/services/planning-and-property/limerick-development-plan/limeri
ck-development-plan-2022-2028
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As part of the Terms of Reference25 the members of the Limerick Digital Leaders Network
– DLN commit to:

Lead and participate in activities that help Limerick reach its Smart Limerick
Vision 2030: define, initiate, implement and review projects according to the
overall digital strategy roadmap in such a way as to enable technologies,
business models etc. to be piloted with the view of scaling up; to maintain
and provides updates for the Smart Limerick Projects Catalogue;

The DLN meets 4-5 times a year at an interval of 2-3 months. The DLN is an open
network. Membership is enabled by introduction to the network through an existing
member. The DLN works across a number of domains including:

● Community and Citizenship
● Culture and Entertainment
● Economy and Innovation
● Urban Places and Spaces
● Movement and Transport
● Environmental Practice.
● Digital Inclusion.

A number of working groups have been established to address specific issues. One such
group is the Digital Inclusion Working Group. The group is made of representatives of
statutory and community organisations. It examines how to meet the objective of “a
Limerick that uses digital technologies and embraces new work practices to empower
communities, create better services, accelerate sustainable social and economic growth
and to improve the quality of life for all.” 26

In late 2019, the Group commissioned The Tavistock Institute to undertake a qualitative
study into the meaning and experience of being digitally excluded in today’s society27.
The primary research phase commenced in February 2020 before being forced to pause
as we entered the first of a series of Covid 19 lockdowns. While this delayed the
completion of the research, it also provided significant new insights into the experience
of digital exclusion, which were subsequently captured in the later phases of the
research project.

27https://www.paulpartnership.ie/research-report-exploring-the-meaning-and-experience-of-digita
l-exclusion/

26https://www.limerick.ie/smart-limerick/programme-9-smart-limerick-networks/limerick-digital-lea
ders-network-dln

25https://www.limerick.ie/smart-limerick/programme-9-smart-limerick-networks/limerick-digital-lea
ders-network-dln
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The report “Exploring the Meaning and Experience of Digital Exclusion” has made
recommendation across a number of areas that will inform future initiatives in the roll
out of digital services and engagement including:

● Tailor Support To The Needs Of Service Users
● Engage Systematically With The Community
● Additional Focus On Isolated People

2.2.3. Conclusion:
The formal structures for institutional engagement in Ireland coupled with the legal
obligation to consult specific bodies ensures that policies have a broad base of support.
In particular, the PPN and SPC allow for community organisations and representative
bodies to be engaged throughout the process. However, the development of the DLN
represents an innovative and creative approach to engaging with wider cohorts including
representatives of private enterprises and public bodies in a non-public manner where
there is an emphasis on using shared experience and expertise to identify issues and
desired outcomes as well as paths to achieving those goals. The enabling of such an agile
and flexible approach to meeting the challenges of transitioning to a smart climate
resilient city is one that is capable of replicability in follower cities.

2.3. Organisational Development

A significant portion of public resources are tied up in human capital. In some respects
the Organisational Development Process is the key constituent of the Bold City Vision
Framework, as the process involves initiating the whole framework by creating the core
team needed to the rest of the processes moving.

The legal requirement and process  to prepare the Development Plan dictates that the
organisation must engage wholly with the process. The adoption of the Development is a
function of the elected members ensures that politicians are central to the process and
that their political leadership is essential to a successful outcome.

2.3.1. Identification

The commitment of Senior Management to the achievement of the SDG’s was critical to
embedding them into the Development Plan. As outlined in Section 3.3 the first step in
this process was to commit to achieving the SDG’s in the Corporate Plan in December
2019. This commitment ensured that the SDG’s would be incorporated into the
Development Plan from the start of the process in 2020.
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In addition to the commitment of the executive to achieving the SDG’s the adoption of
the Corporate Plan by the Council’s elected members also ensured that there was a
political commitment and buy-in to achieving the SDG’s.

This work is supported by other structures with the Local Authority. The PPN (outlined in
section 3.2.1.2 has committed in its practices to implementing the Sustainable
Development Goals. This commitment forms part of the principles that underpin
Limerick PPN in the Limerick PPN Constitution adopted Feb 10th 2020.

2.3.2. Leadership
Throughout the course of preparing the Draft Development Plan, which was headed by a
dedicated team (Forward Planning), briefings were given to both management and
elected members at each stage. In particular, during the issues stage where a number of
working papers were prepared and published that highlighted the challenges. The
publication of the issues stage of the process and the development of an online portal
incorporated information on the SDG’s as a support to communities.

2.3.2.1. Integrating the BCV process with the SDGs and City Resilience Index

In September 2019 ARUP hosted an online workshop for staff of Limerick City and
County Council that attempted to demonstrate how a vision could be generated for the
city through the lens of the SDGs and the City Resilience  Index28. The City Resilience
Index, developed by Arup with support from the Rockefeller Foundation, provides a
comprehensive, technically robust, globally applicable basis for measuring city resilience.
It comprises 52 indicators, which are assessed based on responses to 156 questions;
through a combination of qualitative and quantitative data. The responses are
aggregated and presented in relation to the 12 goals (or indices) in the Framework.

The workshop had 3 exercises that culminated in the selection of the building blocks for
the creation of a vision statement for a city:

● Exercise 1: From Global to Local to prioritising the SDGs for Limerick:
Identify the SDGs considered most relevant for Limerick and why.

● Exercise 2 - Map the Key Actors
Review the selected SDGs in the context of the City Resilience index and develop
the targets selected and the local actors who can address those targets.

● Exercise 3 Identify the concepts and trends  to build / inform your vision
Select key concepts to address in meeting your targets and identify trends that
should be included. Combining both to build a vision statement.

28 City Resilience Index - Arup
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The workshop was considered by all to be very informative and especially to the team
praying the Development Plan and led directly to the alignment of the policy objectives to
the SDGs in the draft plan. It was hoped to run a large workshop for senior / middle
management as part of the first stage of the development plan however the Covid
Pandemic did not permit this session to be held in person and the allocated time was
used to brief the staff on the issues papers.

2.3.2.2. Framing team plans in the context of the SDGs

Separate from the Development Plan process, certain departments aligned their team
development plans to theNational Outcomes outlined in the National Planning
Framework and the SDGs. The Urban Innovation Department is one such department.

2.3.2.3. Other Initiatives

At a national level the establishment of the Climate Action Regional Offices29 has seen the
rolling out of training programmes and workshops that strengthen the capacity of staff
and embed climate action into existing functions and activities. These programmes
address areas of leadership, raising awareness, building capacity, empowering change,
and actioning policy and are targeted at both elected representatives and staff of the
local authorities. Their training sessions have been attended by potential members of the
Climate Action Committee.

Other initiatives that will see the organisation develop the capacity to respond to the
challenges presented by the SDGs and the just transition is its participation  in the
Bloomberg Centre for Public Innovation at John Hopkins University Innovation Training
along with 12 other cities throughout 202230. 12 staff will receive intensive training as
they learn design-based innovation techniques that engage residents in testing, adapting,
and scaling creative ideas that can have a lasting impact. The training will last 10 months.

2.3.3. Conclusion
The process of organisational development is an ongoing challenge which has been
hampered significantly by the pandemic. However, participation in programmes such as
Blooomberg’s Innovation Training and other Climate Action training  programmes  that
are being organised on a national basis by the Climate Action Regional Offices  will
enable the organisation to develop the capacities at all levels to address the challenges
of climate change.

30https://publicinnovation.jhu.edu/2022-innovation-training-announcement/

29 https://www.caro.ie/
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2.4. Citizen Engagement

In the context of the BCV framework, the Citizen Engagement process is seen as an
extension of process 4, the Organisational development process. The process of
engaging citizens critically involves the monitoring of local conditions and aspirations, as
well as an emphatic acknowledgement and celebration of local initiatives likely to add to
the growing portfolio of people, passion and actions. The BCV framework strongly
advocates the integration of new democratic tools, making them part of the core
operation of planning and running the city. D3.2  Delivery of the Citizen Participation
Playbook offered advice and guidance on this task. It identifies 4 distinctive engagement
processes depending on the goal of the process:

● Process 1: Co-design of urban interventions would be applied when
municipalities lead urban intervention processes designed together with citizens,
researchers, professionals and private stakeholders. This process allows us to
bring participation early in the process while maintaining the technical quality and
feasibility and increasing citizen engagement during the ideation and
implementation phases.

● Process 2: Collaborative Legislation would be used when municipalities led
the development of new legislation or action plans. This process can be used
within The Bold City Vision Framework (Tanum et al., 2019). Also, this process
would increase the understanding by citizens of municipal competencies and
available resources for meeting these goals.

● Process 3: Participatory budgeting would be implemented to allocate part of a
municipal budget in the DAs directly by the local community.

● Process 4: Citizens Proposals would enable direct and bottom-up citizen
participation in which any individual or organisation can submit an initiative to
municipalities. E.g. Open calls for the creation of prototypes.

The Development Plan process falls under the Collaborative Legislation process. In
engaging citizens across the theme of the future of the city and county a range of
techniques and processes were used that cut across all processes.  The playbook
summarised the process as follows:
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Fig. 2.7: Summary of Collaborative Legislation Process ( D3.2: Delivery of the citizen participation playbook , v3.0

pg 46)31

The playbook identified 4 phases / steps  in the process:
● Preparation - set the procedure, milestones and targets.
● Generate Preliminary Public Debate - creating a wide public debate that

culminates in the publication of  an initial draft.
● Collaborative Legislation - gather support including technical validation for the

legislation. This phase will see the adopted legislation being agreed.
● Implementation - to maintain support you must keep the public updated on

progress.

Within the context of the BCV framework and in particular the alignment of policy to the
SDG’s these stages can be aligned as follows:

31 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/delivery-of-the-citizen-participation-playbook/
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Fig. 2.8: Adaptation of citizen participation playbook to localisation of the SDG’s in the context of the
development plan process (Colaborativa.eu 2020)

Given the time frame for the preparation of the Development Plan the focus was up to
stage 2.3 preparing the draft. These stages coincide with the acknowledgement and
deliberation stages of the BCV process which identified 2 sub process and incentive
scheme framings:
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Fig. 2.9:Bold City Vision Framework – Process 5 Guidelines and Incentive Schemes for Citizen Engagement (Del.
3.1).32

2.4.1. Preparation / Acknowledgement

The setting of the procedure and timelines for the preparation of the development is set
down in statute and therefore could not be changed. However, LCCC had by 2020
established the City Engage process as an innovative means of engaging citizens on
challenges facing the city. This process was capable of running in parallel with the
development plan process and enables new tools and techniques that could be utilised
in the preparation of other strategies and action plans.

32https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-i
ncentive-schemes/
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The pandemic presented an unprecedented challenge for local authorities  who wished
to have meaningful engagements with their citizens within the structures of the
Development Plan process. Denied the opportunity to have direct face to face contact
the local authority had to innovate and attempt to engage using exclusively digital tools
to engage citizens.  Our proposals to have extensive public engagement events such as
workshops with innovative tools such as voting booths, storytelling, mapping  etc. were
no longer feasible due to the short notice provided. New innovative solutions had to be
found to meet the statutory requirements.

2.4.1.1. City Engage Week

Running since 2017, City Engage under the +CxC project  seeks to increase citizens’
understanding of the project by raising awareness of positive energy concepts and over
time empowering citizens to take positive energy actions in order to lower their carbon
footprint. It also seeks to increase collaboration between its citizens and Limerick City
and County Council in order to co-create innovative solutions to challenges within the
city. The outcome of engagement activities will enable communities to share their vision
for the future of Limerick with local authority decision makers, and will assist project
partners in progressing the +Cityxchange project to transform Limerick into a low carbon
city.

City Engage weeks have been held generally twice a year in May and September. During
events citizens are asked to explore a challenge facing the city through a variety of
mediums such as lectures, workshops, narrative tours, community mapping, storytelling
etc. Over the course of the +CxC project engage weeks have been held on a number of
topics (https://www.limerick.ie/cityxchange/city-engage). Annex 5 provides a summary of
each of the Engage weeks held since 2019.

The open structure of the City Engage Week process allowed for the trialling and testing
of new techniques of engagement as well as tools being developed as part of the +CxC
project which were not necessarily available during the consultation period for the
development plan. These included:

● Narrative tours.
● Storytelling.
● Community mapping.
● Lectures.
● Workshops.
● Gamification. The Decision Support Tool and 3D model.
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The community mapping tool was subsequently used by the energy champions who
received training in using the tool and ran their own campaign on sustainable transport.

Researchers from the University of Limerick, the SAUL IU and the Adaptive Governance
Lab developed a City Energy board game which was launched during Engage Week 1 in
September 2019. The City Energy board game33 is a tool to study decision-making and
the way citizens use the city. One of the main features of the game is to understand how
people react to real life situations when asked about ecological, energetic and
environmental problems arising from constant en-tangled social activity.

2.4.1.2. Digital Engagement - MyPoint and Creating a Virtual Engagement
Room

D3.2 - Delivery of the Citizen Participation Playbook contains a catalogue of physical tools
together with the set of online tools (+CityxChange Participatory platform) that provides
an integrated and synchronised approach to citizen participation capable of adapting to
the notable diversity of the LHCs and FCs participating in +CityxChange. The Catalogue of
Physical Tools consists of seven tools: (1) Narrative tools, (2) Co-design workshops, (3)
Focus working groups, (4) Public Engagement Events, (5) Go and find citizens, (6) Mapping
sessions and (7) Gamification. Each tool has different target groups, methodologies and
requires different levels of participation from citizens. The description includes
implementation guidelines and references to practical examples.

Many of these physical tools were trialled and tested over the course of the City Engage
weeks as outlined above. Prior to Covid, LCCC had begun the process of sourcing a
digital engagement tool and had as part of its Digital Strategy commissioned MyPoint
based on CiviQ Open Consult(CiviQ, 43 2020)34 platform to enable the running of public
consultations on council proposals such as Development Plans, Local Area Plans,
Strategies and Policies, Planning Applications etc. The adoption of this product framed
the  formal engagement process.

This digital platform was to be run alongside a programme of in person public
engagement events primarily  in the form of community workshops and school outreach.
However, the pandemic prevented this from happening. In an attempt to address  this,
the Limerick Team with the support of ARUP created a virtual engagement space that
would host the initial issues stage of the Development Plan process. This phase
consisted of the publication of a number of issue papers  around the key subject matter

34 https://civiq.eu/consultation-platform/

33 City Energy Game | Overview | Wikifactory
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of the development plan as set out by statute. The virtual engagement room allowed for
the integration of these papers with video content and maps. One of these issues
centred on the future vision for Limerick and the alignment of that vision with the SDG’s.
Critical to the successful operation of the room was its ability to interact with the MyPoint
platform so as to capture, structure and manage the feedback loop. Adding this
functionality to the process enabled the consultation process to happen online. The
resultant portal contained all these elements:

Fig. 2.10: Engagement portal for Issues stage of the Limerick Development Plan35

The resultant engagement saw:
● 2,953 visits to the engagement room
● 69,964 impressions on social media.
● The most popular tweet (9,988 views) “What is your vision for Limerick?”36

2.4.1.3. Other Innovation - School Lesson Plan

As outlined above  the Development Plan engagement process was largely carried out
digitally primarily through the Virtual Engagement Room created by the +CXC project.

36https://www.limerick.ie/council/services/planning-and-property/limerick-development-plan/limeri
ck-development-plan-2022-2028

35 www.limerick.ie
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This was supported by a number of webinars and virtual meetings. The partial lifting of
restrictions in September 2020 enabled the Council to engage specifically with young
people through the schools. Bespoke lesson plans were prepared for both primary and
secondary schools that enabled children to map their local environment (Annex 6 and 7).
A key pillar of the lesson plans was the integration of the SDGs into the exercises. Lesson
plan packs consisting of maps and a vision guide were circulated to the schools and 20
schools participated in individual webinars with the forward planning team resulting in 10
schools making a formal submission to the Development Plan.

Fig. 2.11: Webinar with primary school Sept. 2020

The development of a bespoke lesson plan for schools was a very successful initiative
that demonstrated a structured means of engaging with young people through learning.
The unavailability of the community mapping tool at the time of the exercise was
something highlighted by Space Engagers who subsequently retrofitted one of the
school submissions into the platform to demonstrate its interoperability with the lesson
plan. It is anticipated that in future engagement the integration of the mapping tool with
the lesson plan or similar will enable schools to better submit their proposal.
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2.5. Project Development

The final process has to do with developing tangible results, by way of new technological
infrastructure, changes to the built environment etc. The results need to demonstrate
not only a positive impact, but also have to be socially acceptable and represent a local
return on investment that is politically and financially attractive. This is where the rest of
the framework comes together. The main concern of the Project Development Process is
to make sure the city has a pipeline of emerging investment and innovation projects, and
deals with each project in ways that incorporate the Citizens’ Engagement process, the
Innovation Partnership process, as well as the Organisational Development process.37

The process is founded in design thinking which generates a lot of ideas which are
rapidly prototyped and tested to see what works locally. In the Limerick context
substantial trialling and testing of possible techniques and tools has taken place over the
course of the project. These techniques have primarily addressed 3 of the sub processes
identified in the framework:

● Pitching - Creating opportunities to reimagine shared value creation.
● Prototyping - Applying design thinking to enable future solutions
● Delivering - Create conditions for realistic testing and verification.

The process of project development can begin during the initial stages of strategy
development. In this process the overall objective of the strategy can be announced to
the public and their support elicited at the very start of the project. In this way this
process is closely linked to the process of engagement. In Limerick the City Engage weeks
are often used as the launchpad for idea generation and prototyping i.e. pitching. At the
core of the process is the creation / definition of an innovation playground for the
project.

2.5.1. An innovation playground

The Innovation Playground, as set out in D3.3: Framework for Innovation Playgrounds
defined Limerick’s Demonstration Area, to enable municipal authorities, energy
providers, businesses, citizens and communities to test and prototype innovative ideas
to allow a movement towards DPEBs (District Positive Energy Blocks).

Located in the city centre  Limerick's ‘Innovation District’ is an area within the historic
Georgian core of Limerick. The Georgian neighbourhood is an area of historic buildings

37https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-i
ncentive-schemes/
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in the Georgian architectural style - a particular historical and architectural typology,
typically of 4 storeys, built in Ireland around the end of the 18th century. These Georgian
buildings would now typically include residential accommodation on the upper floors or
may be entirely residential.

Limerick’s ‘Innovation Playground’, while coinciding geographically with Limerick's
‘Innovation District’, concentrates on innovation related to positive energy transition in
the city. This innovation could be partly online, and also takes place in the Innovation
Playground as originally outlined in a map in the D3.3 Report. The map below shows the
location and boundary of the Limerick Innovation Playground.

Fig. 2.12:  Innovation Playground Limerick38

With this playground are a number of features that support the objective of creating
positive energy blocks. These include:

38https://cityxchange.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/D3.3-Framework-for-Innovation-Playground
s-5.pdf
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Limerick ‘places’
● Fab Lab Limerick
● Local Energy Flexibility Market
● Engine Innovate Limerick HQ
● The Citizen Observatory
● Belltable Arts Centre
● Limerick City Gallery
● Peoples’ Museum
● Limerick Regulatory Sandbox

Limerick ‘activities’

● City Engage Weeks (physical)
● Open Calls and +CxC prototypes
● Digital online events - new media
● Urban Prototype Installations
● Co-design of business models through mentoring

Limerick ‘data’

● Open data
● Data from community participation

● Local Information, Opinions, aspirations collected during community mapping
sessions

● Data on vacancy and dereliction in the area
● SLU data

Underpinning the designation of the Innovation Playground are a number of key
enabling mechanisms. These included the carrying out of a number of innovative
activities  that supported the development of the project from strategy to
implementation:

● Campaign for Positive Energy Champions
● SBIR process
● Open Calls for Urban Prototypes

These activities were to be supported by the development of the Citizen Innovation Lab
incorporating Citizen Observatories using digital tools as a  mechanism.

Furthermore, the development of the innovation playground was founded on specific
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themes that would provide a focus for change over a period of time. The themes identified
by the local project team include:

● Local Renewables
● Heritage and Innovation
● Parks
● Laneways
● Retrofitting
● Energy storage solutions
● Future Community (Community energy)
● Back to the Future
● Energy Modelling 39

2.5.2. The Citizen Innovation Lab and Observatory

The Citizen Innovation Lab in Limerick has been developed using the methodologies
developed in D3.6: Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs. A Citizen Innovation Lab  is a
new type of civic infrastructure built on the Living Lab concept- a mechanism to bring
about change which recognises the role of civil society and individual citizens as
explorers, ideators, designers and diffusers of innovation. The interdisciplinary Lab space
and activity it supports act as an intermediary between citizens, researchers,
government, and business. Limerick needs a Citizen Innovation Lab in order to harness
the knowledge, insights and creativity of civil society to carry out the kind of
community-led, area-based and multi-sectoral planning and place-making required to
achieve sustainable development for Limerick and the region. It will demonstrate
Limerick’s commitment to a community-led, inclusive, democratic, evidence-based,
technical and structured approach to the clean energy and digital transition. Limerick is
altruistic, open to learning, committed to engaging with local citizens and agencies and to
acting as facilitators, enablers and accelerators of innovation.

The Citizen Innovation Lab has 3 element; the Observatory, the Engagement Hub and the
FabLab:

1. The Citizen’s Observatory: The +CityxChange findings on engagement to date
will be showcased in the Citizen’s Observatory to provide information and
findings of the project and to encourage people to get involved by contributing
information themselves. It acts as the headquarters for dissemination of
information about the demonstration projects. This will be a place for interested
parties to actively engage with the project. Here access to physical

39https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d4-3-limerick-innovation-lab-solutions-catalogu
e-1/
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representations such as a large-scale model of the district, working design
models of buildings, streets and public spaces will create a visual impact
enabling interested parties to start a conversation on how they can become
involved. This is of significant importance in a participatory model of
engagement to create a framework built on collaboration, and furthermore can
assist with promotion of the suite of exercises to be held in the Citizen
Innovation Lab, concurrently creating a feedback loop on the Bold City Vision,
the Citizen Participation Playbook, and the Solutions Catalogue which have been
produced as deliverables in the +CityxChange Project.

2. Community Engagement Hub:+Limerick Engagement Hub is being
established in Limerick City Centre as a headquarters and base for open-door
events including consultation processes, co-design and training workshops,
design and refurbishment advice clinics, community meetings and learning
events. This is a place to showcase the design and operation of the Limerick
DPEB/DPED. It hosts City Engage week events, promotion of positive energy
champions, and workshops associated with Open Challenges.  Other events to
be hosted include +CxC demos, city vision consultations, co design processes,
pitching competitions, Maker Fairs, breakfast seminars and crowd-solving
workshops etc. This space facilitates access to +CxC solution providers and
technology leaders.

3. The FabLab: is at the heart of the lab as an open door, accessible, street front
studio/collaboration space where creative practitioners interested in digital
fabrication and open source design are welcome to work side by side in a
supportive learning and creation environment. It includes a workshop space and
digitally enabled lecture space. It will include separate, dedicated space for the
accommodation and operation of digital fabrication machines including a shop
and materials storage area. Prototyping and small scale production space for
building of DIT(do it together) RES solutions will be located in the Open
Innovation Lab.

The site of the new University of Limerick (UL) city centre campus was identified as the
temporary location for the Innovation lab pending the development of a permanent
premises in the heart of the innovation district. This space consisted of 393 sq.m. and
was opened in February 2022.
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Area
no

Accommodation Area
m2

Notes Use/Management

1 Public Entrance
Hall/Lobby

25 Shared/UL

2 Citizen Observatory/
Community Engagement

62 Public real time data,
projection screens

shared/UID

3 Engagement Hub Space 110 calendar of events,
interactive model, screens

LCCC /UID

4 Fab Lab / Machine Space 145 Shared/SAUL

5 Toilets/Kitchenette 51 Shared/UL

TOTAL 393

Fig. 2.13:  Floor Plan and schedule of areas of the Citizen Innovation Lab Limerick ( LCCC)

Since opening the CIL has hosted a number of events most notably the City Engage Week
held in May 2022.
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2.5.3. Campaign for Positive Energy Champions

Utilising the methodology set out in Deliverable  3.5 - Framework for a Positive Energy
Champion Network40. LCCC in March 2021 sought to recruit a team of people and
organisations who would incorporate Positive Energy Actions into their daily lives for 20
weeks and to share their experiences. Based on the belief that individual actions can
have local and cumulative impact and contribute to measurable change that could
ultimately lead to Limerick becoming a Positive Energy City.41

The project saw the recruitment of 20 champions 13 of whom  have shared their stories
in  exploring and ultimately reducing their energy use as part of reducing the carbon
footprint of the city.

2.5.4. SBIR

Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) falls under pre-commercial procurement. It
enables public bodies to purchase research to stimulate innovation, when goods or
services are currently not available in the marketplace. SBIR helps the public sector to
address identified ‘Challenges’ that impact the citizen. SBIR is underpinned by a sharing
of both risks and benefits between contracting organisations and suppliers.

SBIR Ireland is administered by Enterprise Ireland. SBIR Ireland’s aim is to drive
innovation across all sections of the Irish Public Sector via robust engagement with
technology rich companies and organisations. An SBIR Challenge is divided into two
Phases:

● Phase 1 – up to 6 companies undertake a technical feasibility study to understand
the challenge and identify a potential solution to solve the problem

● Phase 2 – a smaller number of companies prototype a specific project, through
extensive R&D.

Limerick were successful in a bid to host an SBIR challenge on the issue of Fire Safety in
Historic Buildings. The issue was identified in the course of City Engage week in 2017 as a
barrier to the successful refurbishment and reuse of historic buildings. In the course of
the project 2 companies were selected to prepare a technical feasibility study and to
pitch it to a selected panel of experts. From this one company was selected to develop a

41https://cityxchange.eu/positive-energy-champions-help-realise-limericks-positive-energy-potenti
al/

40https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d3-5-framework-for-a-positive-energy-champio
n-network/
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prototype. Safecility, a small startup company has begun to develop a product “Safe
Block”  where buildings  self report their own safety status in real time through the
deployment of sensors and block chain technology (Annex 7).

The company has subsequently secured substantial funding from the European Space
Agency to further develop the product and are continuing to collaborate with LCCC
throughout this phase.

2.5.5. Open call for Urban Prototypes
To support the development of a Positive Energy District as part of  project Task 4.5
LCCC used open innovation calls to help build support and generate ideas to onboard
the public in the transition to  positive energy districts and cities. The implementation of
these ideas were to be located within the “innovation playground”. Other aims of the
process included:

● Enhance the citizen participation in the development of the city as part of the
Development Plan process.

● Influence citizen behaviour in the demonstrations area (The Georgian
Neighbourhood) and identify the factors and solutions for transition to a climate
neutral future.

● Identify if new regulations, licences, etc. need to be updated or created.

The operation of the process was founded in a number of deliverables  developed in
WP3  namely D3.3: Framework for Innovation Playgrounds, D3.2: Delivery of the citizen
participation playbook which provided the framework for citizen engagement and D3.6:
Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs. The outcomes of the process are captured in a
solutions catalogue as set out in Del 4.3: Limerick Innovation Lab Solutions Catalogue.

To date two Open Innovation Calls have been held and a third one is programmed for
summer 2022. Each open call seeks  applications from interested groups for innovative
citizen solutions for  elements of positive energy transition with funding between €500
and €5,000 per application being awarded.

Open Call 1 (OC1) focused on developing solutions for Laneways and Citizen Sensing
support. The Open Call sought teams involving local community groups, supported by
designers and makers to design, create and test solutions. 5 proposals were selected:

The Covid Pandemic seriously impacted the ability of groups to fully implement their
proposals. However, the learning gained in the process was applied in Open Call 2.
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Open Call 2 (OC2) 2021 “Take Control of your Energy” sought ideas to help us reduce the
amount of energy we use. Ideas were sought across a number of themes42: 5 proposals
were selected:

These projects are in various stages of implementation due to Covid Restrictions and
regulatory issues identified during the process.

Open Call 3 (OC3) 2022 was launched in April 2022 it seeks to support projects that
explore social and other innovations to enable energy collaboration .43

2.5.6. Conclusion

Limerick has used the opportunity presented by the +CxC project to test a variety of
activities that support the process of project development and implementation. The
running of these activities did not necessarily match the timeline for the preparation of the
Development Plan / BCV. However, what it did do was to create a positive cycle of
collaboration and engagement that encouraged citizens, community groups and
organisations to engage with the local authority on the development and implementation
of future strategies and action plans. Critically LCCC has secured recognition for some of
these innovative processes in the form of a successful funding application to national
government under the Urban Regeneration Development Fund (URDF) that will support:

● The construction and fit out of a permanent Citizen Innovation lab as part of  a
general digital innovation campus in the city centre

● The running of  a number of open calls over a 7-year period.

43https://mypoint.limerick.ie/en/content/open-innovation-call-3-social-innovation-and-energy-colla
boration

42 https://www.limerick.ie/cityxchange/community-led-open-innovation-call-2
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3. Roadmap to a Positive Energy Limerick 2050

This section sets out the Policies contained in the Draft County Development that
support the objective of a positive energy Limerick 2050. The results / outcomes of the
engagement was the foundation for the Development Plan. In particular, it will outline
the roadmap to a positive energy limerick as outlined in the proposed Decarbonising
Zone Strategy for Limerick City Centre. The identification of a decarbonising zone is a
requirement under Action 165 of the National Climate Action Plan44and was presented to
the central government for approval and its preparation is due to be commenced in late
2022.  The proposal incorporates many of the processes set out in the BCV Guidelines as
well other processes developed in the +CxC project. As outlined in Section 3, the
preparation of this strategy is an objective within the Limerick Development  Plan and
has been mandated in the Climate Action Plan.

3.1. The Draft Limerick Development Plan

The draft Limerick Development Plan was published in July 2021. This section sets out
the results of the direct engagement that was carried out to reach this stage. In
particular it will outline the vision that is proposed for Limerick for the coming period and
the policies to support the objective of a Positive Limerick.

3.2. Deliberation / Prioritisation of SDGs

The publication of the issues stage of the Development Plan process together with the
initiatives outlined above invited all stakeholders to make a submission on the issues that
should be addressed as part of the new Development Plan formulation. The process
began in Aug 2020 and ran until Oct 2020. Almost 3,000 people visited the virtual
engagement space and a total of 229 formal submissions were made. Despite the digital
nature of the engagement used and the use of the Mypoint platform the majority of
submissions were received by email and post and not through the digital platform
created.

This highlights the need to maintain a hybrid approach to managing submissions
especially in a time when in person meetings, workshops etc. were not possible.

44 https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/ccb2e0-the-climate-action-plan-2019/
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The issues paper aligned all subject areas to the SDG’s and asked the public to identify
what they considered to be the most relevant SDG to Limerick45.

Fig. 3.1: Extract from Development Plan Issues paper August 2020 ( LCCC) 46

The question received a very poor response with less than 10 submissions identifying an
SDG.

Consequently, an exercise was carried out to identify the relevant  SDGs in Limerick .
Each submission was reviewed and the issues raised were aligned to the relevant SDG. In
many cases submissions addressed more than 1 SDG and this was noted.  This analysis
provided a clear hierarchy of SDG priorities to be addressed in the Development Plan:

46https://www.limerick.ie/council/services/planning-and-property/limerick-development-plan/how-
do-you-see-limerick-2028

45https://www.limerick.ie/sites/default/files/media/documents/2020-08/limerick-development-plan
-first-issues.pdf
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Fig. 3.2: Alignment of submissions to SDGs (Reeves 2020)

This exercise offered a very valuable insight into the priorities identified by all
participants. However, it did not provide any further insight as to what was the issue.
Consequently, a second exercise was carried where the key phrases / themes within the
submissions were extracted and a word cloud was created.

Fig. 3.3: Key themes in submissions received by key words(Reeves 2020)

The presentation of this information clearly summarised the key issues that residents
identified in creating sustainable communities; that of recreational facilities. Most
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interesting from this compared to the previous Development Plan.47. is the reduced
importance of economic issues in favour of community facilities, social inclusion,
renewable energy etc.

3.2.1. The Vision for Limerick 2022

The Draft Limerick Development Plan set out a clear vision statement to guide the future
development of Limerick as follows:

“Limerick – A Green City Region on the Waterfront By 2030, Limerick
will become a green City region on the Shannon Estuary connected
through people and places. This will be achieved through
engagement, innovation and resilient urban development and
self-sustaining rural communities.” (Chapter 1 Draft Limerick
Development Plan 2022-2028)48

At the core of the vision is cohesive and sustainable communities, where the cultural,
natural and built environment is protected. The vision embraces inclusiveness and a high
quality of life for all, through healthy place-making and social justice, including the
ongoing development of the Regeneration Areas and disadvantaged communities. An
integrated approach will align housing and public transport provision. Human and
environment wellbeing including climate adaptation are at the core of the vision. The
strategic vision has been prepared having regard to the National Strategic Outcomes of
the National Planning Framework, the Regional Strategic Outcomes of the Regional
Spatial and Economic Strategy, the UN Sustainable Development Goals, the 8 Corporate
Goals of the Corporate Plan 2019-2024 and the aspirations of the people and
stakeholders in Limerick.

Underpinning the plan are a range of policies and objectives. The Strategic Environment
Assessment of the plan has aligned all policies and objectives to the SDGs.49The
comparison between the SDG related issues raised by the public and the resultant
policies is shown below. There is a high level of convergence between the two, which
indicates that the policy makers did take the opinions of the residents into account in the
preparation of the plan.

49https://www.limerick.ie/sites/default/files/media/documents/2021-06/volume-4-strategic-environ
mental-assessment.pdf

48https://www.limerick.ie/sites/default/files/media/documents/2021-06/02-chapter-1-introduction-
vision-and-strategic-overivew.pdf

47https://www.limerick.ie/sites/default/files/media/documents/2018-10/Limerick%20City%20Devel
opment%20Plan%202010-2016%20%28Including%20Variations%202-6%29%202018-02.pdf-10
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Fig. 3.4: Comparison of alignment of UN SDGs with Development Plan policy public submissions ( Reeves 2021)

3.2.2. Supporting  the Action Plan

The development plan provides specific support for the objective of creating positive
energy districts and the wider objective of the transition to a low carbon economy. The
plan includes a specific objective to support the outcomes of the +CXxC project:

Objective CAF O13 +CityxChange Project
It is an objective of the Council to promote Limerick City to become
the First Lighthouse City in Ireland and support the outcomes of the
+CityXChange project and the use of digital technologies, in
empowering communities and citizens to become more climate
resilient. 50

The plan restates Action 165 of the Climate Action Plan that requires each Local
Authority to identify a Decarbonisation Zone (DZ). A Decarbonising Zone is an area
spatially identified by the Local Authority, in which a range of climate mitigation measures
can co-exist to address local low carbon energy, greenhouse gas emissions and climate
needs. Such a plan should also address the wider co-benefits of air quality, improved
health, biodiversity, embodied carbon, agricultural practices, sustainable land
management, lower noise levels, waste, water, circular economy etc. and should

50https://www.limerick.ie/council/services/planning-and-property/limerick-development-plan/draft-
plan/volume-1
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integrate with smart data and ‘smart cities’ initiatives. Consequently, the plan sets out the
objective of identifying a decarbonising zone:

Objective CAF O19 Decarbonising Zones
“It is an objective of the Council to support the identification of a
Decarbonising Zone by designating a spatial area, in which a range
of climate mitigation, adaptation and biodiversity measures and
action owners are identified, to address local low carbon energy,
greenhouse gas emissions and climate needs, to contribute to
national climate action targets and work with statutory agencies and
stakeholders as appropriate.”51

The designation of a Decarbonising Zone is an integral feature of the preparation of the
Local Authority Climate Action Plan, following on from the Climate Action and Low
Carbon Development Amendment Act 2021. This will be produced within the lifetime of
the Draft Plan. Where necessary the contents of the Plan will align with the contents of
the Local Authority Climate Action Plan, which will contain both adaptation and mitigation
measures.

3.3. The Proposed Decarbonising Zone Strategy Outline

Vision Statement

Limerick City and County Council’s Decarbonising Zone will form a clear path for the
development of a sustainable City and County, which is aligned to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. The decarbonisation zone will be a demonstrator for the just
transition to a low carbon, climate resilient society and economy, by achieving at least a
51% reduction in carbon emissions by 2030 and carbon neutrality by 2050, enabling
national climate change policy.

51https://www.limerick.ie/sites/default/files/media/documents/2021-06/09-chapter-8-climate-actio
n-flood-risk-and-transition-to-low-carbon-economy.pdf
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We will strive to achieve this by focusing on the key sustainability pillars of energy,
transport, waste, behavioural change, ecosystems and the built and natural
environments. The zone will support innovation and co-creation with all stakeholders in a

collaborative environment.

Introduction

Limerick’s proposed Decarbonising Zone (DZ) is located in the heart of the city and
includes much of Newtown Perry, the historic Georgian area of the city.  The core of the
Decarbonising Zone is based on the Innovation Playground developed as part of the
H2020 +CityxChange (Positive City ExChange) smart city project.

+CityxChange uses the concept of a Positive Energy Block (PEB) as a driver for change in
relation to energy use, energy generation, regulation, mobility, and retrofit. A PEB is a
compact area,which over a year produces more energy than it consumes. The
Innovation Playground is an area of Limerick city centre where different virtual and
physical places and activities related to innovation are brought together into a coherent
whole to facilitate collaboration, empower citizens, and find new ways of addressing
challenges related to climate change and the energy transition.

A best practice example of creating a Positive Energy City comes from the town of Eeklo
in Belgium. There they have set up “Ecopower”, a renewable energy cooperative with
nearly 50,000 members. The citizens buy a cooperative share and become a co-owner of
local wind turbines, hydro power installations or solar panels. Local citizens share in the
profits and get the opportunity to buy green electricity at a fair price. As citizens are
directly involved in the production of their own power it has reduced the number of
objections to the building of local infrastructure.
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Fig. 3.5: +City xChange aims to lead the transformation from traditional network operators (DNOs) to Active
System Management (DSOs)  (Source D2.1- Report on Enabling Regulatory Mechanisms to Trial Innovation in

Cities p12)52

Limerick’s Proposed DZ Selection Process

Limerick City and County Council established an interdepartmental working group to
examine candidate DZs in Limerick City and County.  The working group proposed an
area of Limerick city, with the existing +City xChange area at its core, on the basis that a
substantial amount of baseline research and analysis, data gathering, stakeholder
mapping and community engagement has already been undertaken, and identified
projects commenced, which would provide a structure for an expanded DZ and support
an earlier implementation of the DZ in Limerick.

This proposal was considered by the Corporate Policy Group (CPG) at a meeting in early
March 2021 and recommended by the CPG to the full Council. It was approved by the
full Council at a meeting later that month.

Outline of DZ and Proposed Measures

Limerick’s proposed DZ covers an area of 133ha and has an estimated population of
7,127 (CSO 2016).Figures 2 below show the geographical extent of the proposed DZ.

52https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/report-on-enabling-regulatory-mechanism-to-trial-innov
ation-in-cities/
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Fig. 3.6: Map of Limerick’s Decarbonisation Zone ( LCCC) ©Ordnance Survey Ireland/Govt. of Ireland
2021/OSi_NMA_141

In addition to the historic core, the zone includes significant areas for redevelopment
and will, therefore, facilitate the implementation of a broad range of measures ranging
from deep retrofit of historical and protected buildings, to new builds on brownfield sites
with the attendant opportunities to explore nature based solutions and other emerging
technologies.

One such redevelopment area will be the Colbert Station Quarter which is set to
become a sustainable and flourishing new urban quarter for Limerick. It is expected to
offer vibrant compact neighbourhoods in a well-connected and walkable environment.
This will include community and recreational amenities, quality public realm and
parkland setting to enhance liveability and well-being, whilst promoting sustainability and
flexibility for the area to evolve over time.  A network of new and improved links will
promote sustainable and active travel, better connecting new and existing communities
with supporting neighbourhood amenities.  Early development opportunities will act as a
catalyst to demonstrate the vision, set the tempo for development and support the
unlocking of the transformative potential of this new urban quarter and gateway for
Limerick.
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Fig. 3.7: The Guiness Plot in the Colbert Station Quarter will provide a model of sustainable compact
development (work in progress feasibility model) (LCCC)

The Guinness plot, located in the residential cluster 5, at the centre of the masterplan, is
to act as one of the first mover visionary housing projects, providing some 150 new
apartments out of a possible 700 new units in the quarter. A mixture of social and
affordable rental apartments units, with common rooms and predominantly publically
orientated ground floor usages, the dense city centre scheme will look to include:

● A comprehensive Sustainable Urban Drainage landscaping concept, tying in to an
overarching blue-green strategy within the masterplan, which puts the priority on
people above vehicular access on site.

● Green roofs, rain water harvesting for urban rooftop vegetable production,
permeable paving and shared electric car pooling are all being considered. Vastly
reduced car parking provision with a focus on pedestrian and bicycle friendly
mobility.

● Modular design and construction, such as offsite CLT (Cross Laminated Timber)
elements.

● Common rooms and shared facilities clustered around circulation zones.
● A range of unit sizes to facilitate a varied multigenerational mix.
● Investigate the possibility for the site to act as an energy centre for district

heating pilot (LDA master plan energy centres vision) and the possibility of PV
solar cells combined with the green roofs.

The revitalisation of the Georgian Neighbourhood in the historic core will be key to
delivering compact growth for the city and region. Upgrading these historic buildings will
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have the multiple benefits of providing additional accommodation in already existing
buildings with high levels of vacancy and saving embodied energy embedded in the
buildings and locating that new population in a walkable and liveable neighbourhood. In
this area, an analysis of the retrofit needs of 700 buildings has already been carried out
and has looked at what each would require to meet a BER of A3. The estimated cost of
this retrofit is €150m. However, an emerging issue is that this does not include the cost
of general renovations, conservation works to the building fabric and bringing the
buildings up to modern standards in terms of fire safety and comfort.

Fig. 3.8: Significant conservation and renovation works will be required to the historic Georgian Core in addition
to deep retrofit. (LCCC)

In relation to the transport sector, the Limerick Shannon Metropolitan Area Transport
Strategy (LSMATS) will deliver a high quality, accessible, integrated and more sustainable
transport network that supports the role of the Limerick-Shannon Metropolitan Area as
the major growth engine of the Mid-West Region, an internationally competitive
European city region and main international entry to the Atlantic Corridor.  It represents
the transport sector's response to the challenges of climate change. It is an integrated
transport strategy for walking, cycling, bus, rail and road to support planned growth. It
will form a framework for the planning, investment and delivery of transport
infrastructure and services to guide the Limerick Shannon Metropolitan Area’s
development up to 2040 in line with the National Planning Framework 2040 (NPF),
National Development Plan 2018-2027 and the Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy
for the Southern Region.

Tackling emissions from the transport sector (accounting for almost 20% of Ireland's
greenhouse gases in 2017) is a significant part of the Climate Action Plan. Key objectives
relevant to LSMATS include:
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● Successful execution of the NPF designed to promote compact, connected and
sustainable living;

● Make growth less transport intensive by closer alignment between land use and
transport planning, flexible working habits and modal shift to public transport;

● Expansion of walking, cycling and public transport to promote modal shift;
● Accelerating steps to decarbonise the public transport fleet;
● Giving Local Authorities more discretion in designating low emission zones;

Developing a strategy for the heavy freight sector.

The range of measures aimed at reducing carbon emissions in Limerick’s DZ fall into the
following broad categories:

● Energy Efficiency
● Renewable Energy Generation
● Mobility
● Innovation and Enabling Measures
● Circular Economy

Table 1 below lists measures proposed under each heading with an indication of the
status of the measure and the likely implementation date.

Fig. 3.9 The Limerick Laneways Project aims to designate a number of green lanes, which will create a green
corridor through the city. (LCCC)

While the focus of these measures is primarily carbon reduction, opportunities for
co-benefits such as urban greening will be exploited.  In particular projects such as the
Colbert Station Quarter, The  Limerick Laneways (Figure 5), the Limerick Flood Protection
Scheme will place a strong emphasis on nature based solutions and green infrastructure
which will contribute to  biodiversity as well as  improving air quality, well-being and
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liveability. Sustainable Urban Drainage features, which offer the multiple benefits of
reduced runoff rates, improved water quality and increased biodiversity and amenity will
be incorporated to the greatest possible extent in new developments and public realm.

Table 1: Decarbonisation Zone Projects

Project
Description

Status Potential
Completion
Date

Energy
Efficiency

Historic building
retrofit programme

Project development; Estimated Cost for total
Georgian Neighbourhood circa €150m

ongoing

BMS Systems for
Gallery (SARGON)

Building and energy management systems for
council buildings including social housing.

Proposal
to be
reworked
for
resubmiss
ion

Energy
Infrastructure

District Heating Idea - Combined waste heat from local sources
with heat transfer from Shannon river

Ongoing

District Heating at
Colbert Station

In conjunction with LDA development &
possible Data Centre (waste heat)

Ongoing
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Renewable Energy
Generation

PV solar farm Project development 2023

River turbine +CityxChange 2022

Solar roof top Project development 2030

Building integrated
solar PV

In progress 2023

Air-Water Heat
Pumps

In progress 2023

Community Scale
RE (hydro etc)

In progress 2023

Rowing Clubs
Energy Island

Rowing clubs at Sarsfield bridge interested in
installing PV/wind generation if can find funding

Early stages

Community Scale
RE (Solar Field)

Feasibility Studies 2023

Innovation and Enabling

Citizen innovation
lab / citizen
observatory

In progress 2022

Policy review /
alignment

idea 202
1

Building energy
modelling and
monitoring

In progress 2023

Energy Champions
(behavioural
change)

In progress On-going

Blue Green
Infrastructure
Strategy

In progress 2022
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Innovation area/R
& D park

Idea – tied into innovation lab, giving support to
novel food R & D, including Vertical urban
farming, Protein from fermentation

Ongoing

CLACSON App Technology platform that allows citizens to: (i)
learn about sustainability, (ii) identify daily
actions they can take to reduce their
environmental footprint, (iii) find and buy
products from sustainable businesses and (iv)
measure and track individuals, communities
and cities environmental footprint based on
actions and transactions.

Proposal
under review

Colbert Station
Quarter
Development
Masterplan

Land Development Agency Project Design
under review

Data management
strategy

Concept 2023

Freight
management
–delivery and
service strategy

Idea 2023

Behavioural
Change/Smarter
Travel/Travel
planning for
workplaces and
schools

In progress On going

Promote and
facilitate EV’s

In progress On  going

Mobility

GoCar club –EV In progress 2023
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Post Office
upgrades of
delivery vehicles

In progress 2021

Light electric
Vehicles
(Casp-Cade)

ZBee pods for use between Merchants Quay
and Dooradoyle

Proposal to
be
reworked
for
resubmissio
n

eBikes Transport in talks with potential providers Ongoing

eScooters Transport in talks with potential providers Ongoing

Developing MaaS
(mobility as a
services), eMaaS
and mobility hubs

Feasibility 2023

LSMATS Park and
Ride Hubs

Hubs at strategic locations outside the city to
reduce traffic coming into the city.

Ongoing

Shared bicycle
scheme

Request for tender Q2/Q3 2021 Q1 2022

O’Connell Street
regeneration

In progress 2023

Circular
Economy

Waste
management
programme:
• Residential
• Commercial

Idea ongoing

Building lifecycle
(DR_Rubicon)

Building and urban area life cycle analysis
triggering decisions that impact sustainability,
these works happen in a sustainable and
circular way.

Proposal
under review

Citizen and Stakeholder Engagement
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At the core of this proposal is the necessity to bring about behavioural
change across all levels of society, if the ambitious targets are to be achieved.
This will require extensive engagement from the outset that will continue
through to implementation and evaluation and monitoring. The development
of this proposal will utilise the processes developed in the +CxC project for
the development of plans and policies. The process of engaging citizens
critically involves the monitoring of local conditions and aspirations, as well as
the co-creation of local initiatives that can drive the change required. The
development of a citizen innovation lab incorporating an engagement hub
and a citizen observatory are essential elements in facilitating this  process.

Figure 3.10: The Bold City Vision process to drive scaling of PEBs to PEDs and PECs.53

A list of initial stakeholders, both internal and external is included in Table 2

Baseline and Impact

Limerick is currently conducting a high-level energy and emissions balance for the
city and county. This will provide a general baseline against which to assess progress
towards the 2030 and 2050 climate mitigation targets.  However, this will not be
sufficiently detailed to provide a benchmark against which to measure progress in

53https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-incentive-
schemes/
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the DZ. A more detailed  analysis will be required similar to the Spatial Energy
Demand Analysis (SEDA) conducted by CODEMA for the Dublin local authorities or
the Carbon Footprint report produced for Portlaoise by Siemens.  Guidance on the
specific methodology, which should be employed by Local Authorities to establish
their CO2 baselines and measure progress is required.

Guidance is also required in relation to population growth and new development
within the DZ and in relation to the treatment of boundary issues. For example, can
the DZ be considered in conjunction with its hinterland in order to maximize
opportunities for renewable energy generation? How should the contribution of
movements of vehicles and people into, out of and through the DZ be considered?

In the absence of an established baseline and measurement methodology, it is
difficult to quantify the expected CO2 reductions in Limerick’s DZ. However, based on
the Portlaoise Carbon Footprint Report, it is likely that the greatest potential for CO2

reductions will be from renewable energy generation and building retrofit.
Furthermore, it is anticipated that reductions in CO2 from transport in Limerick will
be greater than those estimated for Portlaoise, due to the wide range of measures
included in the Limerick Shannon Metropolitan Area Transport Study (LSMATS)
aimed at: reducing private car dependency; encouraging and facilitating modal shift
and active travel; electrifying public and private vehicles and modifying freight
logistics.

While the primary measure of the success of the DZ will be the CO2 reduction achieved,
other key performance indicators (KPIs) are also deemed relevant such as:

● Reduction in energy intensity (kWh/person);
● Improvement in air quality based on measurements of particulates and

NO2; Reduction in environmental noise from traffic;
● Increase in biodiversity.

Baselines for these parameters will also be established.

Funding of Measures

Some funding may be available to implement measures through various European
funding streams such as: the European Green Deal, the Just Transition Fund and the
European Regional Development Fund. However, these are unlikely to cover significant
capital costs, which are likely to fall to the exchequer to meet. Guidance and clarity on
funding mechanisms will be required in order to implement the DZ vision and meet the
ambitious targets set.

Conclusions
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● Building on the principles and experience of +CityxChange, Limerick has identified
significant opportunities for renewable energy generation and building retrofit in its
proposed decarbonisation zone.

● Redevelopment of brownfield sites offers a significant opportunity to create
sustainable communities and to introduce nature based solutions.

In addition to improving energy efficiency, there is a significant challenge in upgrading
the historic Georgian buildings to modern standards in terms of comfort and safety.

● LSMATS provides a roadmap for significant decarbonisation of the transport
sector.

● Meaningful stakeholder and citizen engagement will be fundamental to the
success of the DZ.

● Based on the Portlaoise experience, renewable energy generation within and
adjacent to the DZ is likely to offer the greatest potential for decarbonisation,
followed by deep retrofit of existing buildings.

● Guidance is required on:
■ The methodology to be employed in establishing  the carbon

baseline for the DZ;
■ How carbon from population growth and new development will be

accounted for in the DZ;
■ The relationship between the DZ and its hinterland and the

movements across the DZ boundary;
■ Funding opportunities to support local authorities to achieve the

DZ vision and targets.

● Other KPIs in addition to carbon reductions should be included to measure
the overall success of the DZs.
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Table 2: Internal and External Stakeholders
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4. Conclusion
This deliverable sets out the experience of the Limerick City and County Council in
delivering a Bold City Vision (BCV). It  demonstrates how the framework for Bold City
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Vision - Guidelines and Incentive Scheme can assist in the process by mapping the
various activities undertaken as part of the process.

Just as the Framework itself is a work in progress that will be added to by those cities
that engage with it and share their experiences and process, so too is the process of
strategy development. Thisiterative process that goes beyond the preparation of the
strategy into the implementation phase. This inclusive, multi helix approach is what is
required if we are to develop impact oriented visions, roadmaps and action plans if we
are to bring about scale of change to deliver the UN 2030 Agenda.

In Limerick, the preparation of the Development Plan was the means of preparing the
Bold City Vision. This was because the development plan is a legal document and
process which details the overall strategy of the council for the proper planning and
sustainable development of the  city / county over a 6-year period. The Development
Plan which is due to be adopted in June 2022. The application and adaptation  of the
framework during this process has resulted in:

● The  full alignment of all policies / objectives in the plan to the UN SDGs.
● The plan also sets out a number of action plans to support the policies and

objectives. In respect of this project, the preparation of a decarbonisation zone
plan and an overall Climate Action Plan  are of most relevance. There is a need
to develop a clear and unambiguous KPI framework to measure progress and
support actions.

● The outline of the decarbonisation plan set out in Section 3.3  is explicitly
rooted in the +CxC project and in particular the learning outlined in the
deliverables in WP3 and 4.

Furthermore, the frameworks developed have been used to lever additional funding
that will create a legacy from the project. In particular funding has been secured for a
smart buildings lab, a multi- annual programme of citizen open calls and a public
engagement programme in respect of climate change.

However, the framework has highlighted the absence of a developed KPI framework in
Limerick to measure progress. LCCC has made this a  priority in the coming 18
months.

The development plan process in Ireland is highly structured and does not provide
significant opportunities for collaboration and iteration. However, Ireland has
developed structures to facilitate public engagement in the form of Strategic Policy
Committees and the Public Participation Network, which provides forums for groups
to interact with the policy development process. The establishment of the Digital
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Leaders Network represents an innovation and valuable forum for private industry
and public bodies to interact and to inform the policy development process.

Notwithstanding the inability to have in person engagement in the process due to the
Covid Pandemic, significant engagement was had. The council had already procured
its own digital engagement platform - MyPoint, which was to run in parallel with in
person engagement. With the support of ARUP a virtual engagement space was
created that was capable of integrating with the MyPoint platform and generated
3,000 visits. The process was further enhanced by the development of a bespoke
lesson plan for both primary and secondary school.  The potential of other tools such
as the decision support tool and the mapping tool have been tested in the citizen
innovation lab and will be used in preparation of the action plans outlined above.

The establishment of the Citizen Innovation Lab in early 2022 represents a watershed
moment in the development of a truly inclusive approach to strategy development
and implementation. The space and the processes that underpin it will be used
extensively in the coming years as the Council addresses the Climate change crisis.
Already, a range of innovative and proactive tools and process have been
trialled/hosted in the space, both digital and physical:

● City Engage Weeks
● Open calls.
● Community mappings.
● Use of digital visualisation using the decision support tool.
● Community arts programmes.

These processes will be supported into the future through new funding awarded to
LCCC in particular through the Urban Regeneration Development Fund, which will
fund the development of a permanent Citizen Innovation Lab as well as a programme
of citizen-led open calls over the coming 6 years.

The process of policy development needs to be viewed as an innovative iterative
process that must focus on achieving / progressing agreed goals. The BCV framework
provides a way to integrate actions across a number of processes that can connect
policy formulation through development and into action. This process is continuous
and like the framework itself will be added to and improved over time.
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Annex

Annex1:  Policies consulted as part of the Development Plan
Review

International Policy and Directives
● UN (1992) The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
● UNESCO (1972) The Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and

Natural Heritage
● Council of Europe (1996) The Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity

Strategy
● Council of Europe (1996) The European Landscape Convention 2000.
● EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD)
● EU The Marine Spatial Planning Directive (MSP)
● EU Water Framework Directive (WFD)
● EU Floods Directive
● EU Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive
● EU Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive
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● EU Birds Directive and Habitats Directives
● EU Nitrates Directive
● EU Environmental Noise Directive
● EU Green Infrastructure Strategy
● UN (2015) Paris Agreement
● UN (2015) 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (including Sustainable

Development Goals)
● EU 2020 and 2030 climate and energy targets as well as longer term 2040 and

2050 milestones and targets
● Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy

National Legislation
● Planning and Development Act and Regulations, 2000 to 2020 (as amended).
● Local Government Reform Act, 2014 (as amended)
● The Maritime Planning and Development Management Bill, 2021
● Water Services Acts, 2007 to 2017
● Protection of the Environment Act, 2003
● Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2000
● Architectural Heritage (National Inventory) and Historic Monuments

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1999
● Heritage Act, 1995
● National Monuments Acts, 1930-1994

National Policy
● Government of Ireland (2020) A Roadmap for Social Inclusion: Ambitions, Goals

and
● Commitments 2020-2025
● Government of Ireland (2019) Housing Options for Our Ageing Population
● Government of Ireland (2019) National Student Accommodation Policy
● Government of Ireland (2019) Climate Action Plan to Tackle Climate Breakdown.
● Government of Ireland (2018) Project Ireland 2040 – National Development Plan

2018-2027
● Government of Ireland (2018) Project Ireland 2040 – National Planning

Framework
● Government of Ireland (2018) Implementation Roadmap for the National Planning

Framework
● Government of Ireland (2018) National Vacant Housing Reuse Strategy 2018-2021
● Government of Ireland (2018) River Basin Management Plan 2018 - 2021
● Government of Ireland (2016) Rebuilding Ireland Action Plan for Housing and

Homelessness
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● Government of Ireland (2010) The National Renewable Energy Action Plan
● DHPLG (2019) Draft Revised Wind Energy Development Guidelines
● DHPLG (2018) Urban Development and Building Heights: Guidelines for Planning

Authorities
● DHPLG (2018) Guidelines for Local Authorities and An Bord Pleanála on Carrying

Out Environmental Impact Assessments
● DHPLG (2018) Draft Water Services Guidelines for Planning Authorities
● DHPLG (2017) Part V of the Planning and Development Act: Guidelines
● DHPCLG (2017) Interim Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Statutory Plans

Renewable Energy and Climate Change
● DHPLG (2016) Strategy for the Rental Sector
● DECLG (2015) Sustainable Urban Housing, Design Standards for New

Apartments: Guidelines for Planning Authorities
● DECLG (2014) Social Housing Strategy 2020: Support, Supply and Reform
● DECLG (2013) Homelessness Policy Statement
● DECLG (2012) A Resource Opportunity – Waste Management Policy in Ireland
● DECLG (2012) Our Sustainable Future – A Framework for Sustainable

Development for Ireland
● DECLG (2011) Managing Unfinished Housing Developments Guidance Manual
● DECLG (2011) National Housing Strategy for People with a Disability 2011-2016
● DECLG (2011) Drainage and Reclamation of Wetlands: Draft Guidelines for

Planning Authorities
● DEHLG (2007) National Climate Change Strategy 2007-2012
● DCENR (2013) National Digital Strategy for Ireland
● Housing Agency (2019) Designing Housing to Meet the Needs of All
● Housing Agency (2018) Rebuilding the Irish Neighbourhood
● Housing Agency and Urban Agency (2018) Quality Apartments and Urban

Housing
● DCYA (2019) Better Outcomes, Brighter Futures: The National Policy Framework

for Children and Young People, 2014-2020
● DTTaS (2019) National Sports Policy 2018 - 2027
● DCCAE (2018) National Adaptation Framework: Planning for a Climate Resilient

Ireland
● DCCAE (2017) National Mitigation Plan 2017
● DCCAE (2017) Energy Efficiency Action Plan for Ireland #4 2017-2020
● DCCAE (2016) Our Sustainable Future Progress Report 2015
● DOH (2016) Obesity Policy and Action Plan - A Healthy Weight for Ireland
● DoTTS, DoH (2016) National Physical Activity Plan
● DCENR (2015) Ireland's Transition to a Low Carbon Energy Future
● Irish Water (2015) Water Services Strategic Plan
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● DAHG (2014) National Landscape Strategy for Ireland
● DOH (2013) National Physical Activity Plan – Get Ireland Active
● DOH (2013) National Positive Aging Strategy
● DCENR (2012) Renewable Energy Strategy 2012-2020
● DoT (2012) Smarter Travel: A New Transport Policy for Ireland 2009-2020
● DoT (2012) Traffic Management Guidelines
● NDA (2012) Building for Everyone: A Universal Design Approach
● NDA and DAHG (2011) Access: Improving the Accessibility of Historic Buildings

and Places
● NTA (2011) National Cycle Manual
● DoT (2009) - National Cycle Policy Framework
● DEHLG, DES (2008) The Provision of Schools and the Planning System: A Code of

Practice
● DEHLG (2007) Development Plans DEHLG (2005) - Sustainable Rural Housing
● NDA (2004) National Disability Strategy
● DAHGI (2002) National Heritage Plan
● DEHLG (2003) Architectural Heritage: Protection for Places of Public Worship:

Guidelines for Planning Authorities
● DHPLG (2019) National Marine Planning Framework (Consultation Draft)

The following is a list of all currently applicable Ministerial Planning Guidelines
issued under Section 28 of the Act:

● Tree Preservation – Guidelines for Planning Authorities
● Telecommunications Antennae and Support Structures – Guidelines for Planning

Authorities (1996)
● Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Guidelines (2004)
● Quarries and Ancillary Activities (2004)
● Sustainable Rural Housing Guidelines (2005)
● Development Management Guidelines (2007)
● Development Plan – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2007)
● Quality Housing for Sustainable Communities – Design Guidelines (2007)
● Provision of Schools and the Planning System (2008)
● Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in Ireland – Guidance for Planning

Authorities (2009)
● The Planning System and Flood Risk Management – Guidelines for Planning

Authorities (2009)
● Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas (Cities, Town and Villages):

Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2009)
● Guidance Note on Core Strategies (2010)
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● Implementing Regional Planning Guidelines – Best Practice Guidance (2010)
● Architectural Heritage Protection – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2004), as

updated (2011)
● Retail Planning Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2012)
● Spatial Planning and National Roads Guidelines (2012)
● Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Section 261A of the Planning and

Development Act, 2000 and Related Provisions (2012) as updated (July 2012)
● Development Contribution Schemes – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2013)
● Local Area Plans – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2013)
● National Landscape Strategy for Ireland 2015-2025
● Childcare Facilities: Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2001) as updated by

Circular letter PL3/2016 (2016)
● Interim Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Statutory Plans, Renewable Energy

and Climate Change (2017)
● Part V of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (2017)
● Urban Development and Building Heights – Guidelines for Planning Authorities

(2018)
● Guidelines for Planning Authorities and An Bord Pleanála on carrying out

Environmental Impact Assessment (2013), as updated (2018)
● Sustainable Urban Housing Design Standards for New Apartments (2015), as

updated (2018)
● Wind Energy Development Guidelines (2006 and draft 2019)
● Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (2013) as updated in 2019
● Housing Supply Target Methodology for Development Planning 2020
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Annex 2:  Statutory and Non-Statutory Stakeholder
Engagement

The legislation sets out a number of “Prescribed Bodies” who must be engaged with in
the course of preparing a development plan. These stakeholders consist of  a range of
state bodies, representative groups and Community Development Companies as follows:

● An Bord Pleanála
● An Chomhairle Ealaíon, Commissioners of Public Works
● An Chomhairle Ealaíon, The Arts Council
● An Taisce
● Ballyhoura Development Company Ltd.
● Clare County Council
● Climate Change Section, Dept of Agriculture, Food & the Marine
● Cork County Council
● Cork City Council
● Department of Health
● Development Applications Unit, Dept. of Housing, Planning & Local Government
● Dublin Airport Authority
● Eirgrid
● Electric Ireland
● Enterprise Ireland
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● Environmental Protection Agency
● Ervia
● Fáilte Ireland
● Health & Safety Authority
● Health Service Executive
● The Heritage Council
● IDA Ireland
● Inland Fisheries Ireland
● Irish Aviation Authority
● Irish Water
● Kerry County Council
● Local Community Development Committee
● Minister for Agriculture, Food & the Marine
● Minister for Business, Enterprise & Innovation
● Minister for Communications, Climate Action, Networks and Transport
● Minister for Culture, Heritage & the Gaeltacht
● Minister for Foreign Affairs and Defence
● Minister for Media, Tourism, Arts, Culture Sports and the Gaeltacht
● Minister for Education & Skills
● Minister for Housing, Planning & Local Government
● Minister for Justice & Equality
● National Parks & Wildlife Service
● National Transport Authority
● Office of the Planning Regulator
● Office of Public Works
● Paul Partnership Ltd.
● Shannon Airport Authority/Shannon Group
● Southern Regional Assembly
● Tipperary County Council
● Transport Infrastructure Ireland
● West Limerick Resources Ltd.

In addition a number of infrastructure and service providers were also engaged with.
These included:
Service Providers Notified in addition to Prescribed Bodies

● An Post
● Shannon Foynes Port Company
● Gas Networks Ireland
● Iarnrod Eireann
● Bus Eireann
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● Limerick Local Link
● Three Ireland (Hutchison) Ltd.
● Vodafone Ireland Ltd.
● Eircom
● Eir Ltd.
● Meteor Mobile Communications Ltd.
● Limerick Clare Education and Training Board
● University of Limerick
● Limerick Institute of Technology
● Mary Immaculate College
● An Garda Siochana

Other Stakeholders Notified
● Public Participation Network
● Tourism Ireland
● Teagasc
● Coillte
● Bord Iascaigh Mara
● Coast Watch Europe
● Construction Federation of Ireland
● Enterprise Ireland
● Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection
● Department of Rural and Community Affairs
● Land Development Agency
● Limerick Chamber of Commerce
● Limerick Civic Trust
● Regional Skills Forum – Mid West Region
● Intertrade Ireland
● IBEC – Mid-West and Kerry Regional Office and National Office
● Waterways Ireland
● Retail Excellence Ireland
● RGDATA
● National Disability Authority
● Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation
● Pavee Point, Traveller and Roma Centre
● Cluid Housing Association
● Irish Bioenergy Association
● Irish Solar Energy Association
● Irish Wind Energy Association
● Sports Ireland – Swim Ireland
● Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland
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● Limerick Sports Partnership
● Youth Work Ireland – Mid West Branch
● Limerick Age Friendly Programme Manager
● Limerick Childcare Committee
● Comhairle na Nog
● IFA – Midwest Branch
● Keep Ireland Open
● Respond Housing Association
● Geological Survey of Ireland
● Atlantic Economic Corridor
● Limerick Childcare and Young Persons Committee
● Limerick GAA
● Munster Rugby
● Irish Marine Development Office

Annex 3: Integrating the the BCV Process with the SDGs and
City Resilience  Index Workshop September 2010

Exercise 1: From Global to Local - prioritising the SDGs for Limerick:

Identify the SDG’s considered most relevant for Limerick and why. Also try to identify
some targets for the selected SDGs.
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Exercise 2 - Map the Key Actors.
Review the selected SDG’s in the context of the City Resilience index and develop the
targets selected and the local actors who can address those targets.
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Exercise 3 Identify the concepts and trends  to build / inform your vision.
Select key concepts to address in meeting your targets and identify trends that should be
included. Combining both can allow one to build a vision statement.

Annex 4: City Engage weeks 1-4:

City Engage week 1
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Was held from 16 September to 21 September 2019 and focused on the ‘Georgian
Laneways’ and ‘Citizen Sensing’. During this week the +CityxChange team Limerick City
and County Council, University of Limerick, Space Engagers, Colaborativa.eu) supported
and assisted citizens through workshops, mapping days and events in gathering
information about what is valued and to share their ideas, hopes and aspirations for the
Laneways.) The primary outcome from this week was a community-led open call in
January 2020 to identify and support the first Urban Prototypes to be tested in the
Georgian Neighbourhood with a focus on developing solutions for Laneways and Citizen
Sensing support. The trailing of community mapping as part of the week has led to the
development of a community digital mapping tool by Space Engagers which has been
used by all partners across the project.

City Engage Week 2

Coincided with the publication of the issues paper on the new development plan for
Limerick and was held entirely online. It took place from 14-18 September 2020 and was
focused on the theme of local renewable energy. Held entirely online events included:

○ map solar energy potential in the Georgian core

○ build their own energy monitor

○ learn about local energy communities

○ explore the potential of river turbine for a sustainable energy future

Also included in the programme were events with a broader focus, which ask citizens
what kind of city they want to live in over the next 30 years and how to meet the
challenges posed by climate change. These events focused on the SDG’s with a focus on
the development plan process.

This engage week specifically focused on the SDGs and how they can be used by
communities to establish their priorities and to feed these priorities into the
Development plan process.. One community group requested a follow up discussion to
investigate how they could organise and prioritise  their objectives around the SDGs.

City Engage Week 3:

Empowered Communities in Limerick  ran from 26th to the 30th April 2021  In the
preceding weeks the +CityxChange team recruited 24 Positive Energy Champions who
had volunteered to take a journey with us over twenty weeks and explore how they can
reduce their carbon footprint, making changes to how they consume energy. City Engage
Week 3 saw the Champions receive training and take part in workshops, which
supported them on their energy journey. Other events included:
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○ Six successful Limerick City community leaders shared the experience
of how their groups have survived and thrived over the course of the
pandemic, and examined how their experiences could translate in the
formation of an Energy Community in Limerick. This included input
from the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI)

○ An event to share key updates and progress of the work of GKinetic to
install turbines in the River Shannon and see clean, renewable energy
generated in the very heart of the city.

○ An Post sharing their experience in decarbonising their business.

City Engage Week 4:

Sustainable Energy Future ran from Monday 31st January to Thursday 3rd
February 2022 and was focused on Limerick's clean energy transition. Events
included:

○ Energy Champion Storytelling Event

○ The 3D Energy Model for Limerick and Decision Support Tool - Planning
Decarbonisation

○ Retrofitting of traditional Georgian buildings

○ A sustainable Energy Community, Limericks new river turbine

○ Sustainable Energy Future - Limerick’s Georgian Neighbourhood
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Annex 5:  Lesson Plan Post Primary
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Annex 6:  Lesson Plan Primary School
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Annex 7: Safeblock White  Paper

The enterprise supported through the SBIR has further developed their product as
outlined in the white paper below. Furthermore additional funding has been secured
from the European Space Agency to continue the development of the product.

1. UNLOCKING BUILDING SAFETY INFORMATION
Sharing of information is of the utmost importance in building safety, from construction
all the way through to ongoing maintenance and management. The Grenfell Inquiry,
closely followed by the Hackitt Report consistently highlighted a lack of understanding,
and in some severe cases, complete indifference to building safety obligations. The
regulatory system in place was not fit for purpose. It was fractured and did not facilitate
good practice, leading to a lack of trust that has greatly corroded public safety over time.

The mindset of doing things as cheaply as possible and passing on
responsibility for problems and shortcomings to others must stop. Everyone’s
focus must be on doing the right things because it is their responsibility as
part of a system which provides buildings that are safe and sustainable for
those who will live in and use them for many decades.

(Dame Judith Hackitt, Building a Safer Future – Independent Review of Building
Regulations and Fire Safety: Interim Report, December 2017, p6)

It’s safe to say that everyone agrees a cultural shift is required that puts safety first.
Unfortunately, this is easier said than done. For social housing organisations with many
compliance priorities and other competing demands, it can be difficult to dedicate the
time required to improve their internal safety culture. The same can be said for
regulators responsible for auditing buildings and enforcing standards - they work under
very demanding circumstances, with limited time and resources available to them.

What is a good safety culture? Good communication? Trust among all parties? Or simply
good processes? The Health and Safety Executive writes “Organisations with a positive
safety culture are characterised by communications founded on mutual trust, by shared
perceptions of the importance of safety and by confidence in the efficacy of preventive
measures.”54

It’s clear that good communication, collaboration and accurate knowledge sharing is a
key element of a positive safety culture. It’s near impossible to nurture a culture of safety

54 https://www.hse.gov.uk/humanfactors/topics/common4.pdf
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when the duty holders and stakeholders involved in keeping a building safe are not on
the same page, have out of date information, or are missing information all together.

Thankfully the advance of technology in the last 20 years has expanded the possibilities
for collaboration. Never before have barriers for sharing safety information quickly and
efficiently been so low. With shared softwares and databases, all departments in social
housing organisations can view harmonised safety and compliance data with a few clicks
of a button.

IoT (Internet of things) sensor technology has taken this knowledge sharing a step
further. Smart building safety devices can sense building conditions or execute routine
compliance testing and automatically send reports to a shared software platform or
building management system. This completely removes the need for human input and
manual data entry allowing social housing organisations to stay in keeping with their
compliance schedule and record keeping obligations with minimal effort. By using IoT
sensors, human error, subjectivity and mistakes are eliminated from tedious and
repetitive tasks such as emergency lighting testing, monitoring of mould and legionella
inspection of water points.

2. INSIGHT MATTERS EVEN MORE FOR VULNERABLE RESIDENTS
There is an increased probability of fire and difficulty evacuating properties occupied by
elderly, frail or vulnerable residents with physical or cognitive impairments. For Social
Landlords that manage multi-unit dwellings, a fire not only puts the residents of a single
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property at risk but potentially all residents within the block. Building safety is extremely
important in all classifications of buildings, but even more so in properties that house the
most vulnerable in society.
Ongoing compliance in social housing constitutes thousands of yearly man hours testing
emergency lighting and smoke alarms, temperature checking water points and flushing
taps to mitigate legionella, inspection of fire doors, ventilation checks, among others.
Inevitably, with repetitive tasks such as these, mistakes occur.
With respect to manual testing, even when everything is done perfectly, an emergency
light may pass it’s monthly test but have a bulb or battery failure the very next day. This
problem will potentially be unnoticed for up to 30 days when the next function test is
scheduled to take place.

3. THE RULES ARE CHANGING: STRENGTHENING BUILDING SAFETY COMPLIANCE
WITH BLOCKCHAIN
Since the Hackitt review into building safety following the Grenfell Tower Tragedy in
London, legislators and building owners are rethinking methods of assessing building
safety compliance in higher risk buildings. The UK government is championing a digital by
default record keeping approach, as well as a Golden Thread55 of digital information that
documents a building from construction to demolition. Statutory compliance with the law
will fall on the shoulders of the Accountable Person56 assisted at a more granular level by
a Building Safety Manager.

In housing, safety compliance devices such as alarms, lights and fire doors are commonly
deployed by subcontractors. However, it’s the responsibility of the building owner to
have accurate location records of these devices, as well as historical records of testing
and maintenance. There are clear problems with this process, it lacks transparency and
is subject to multiple points of failure, especially in large estates where there are
thousands of devices involved.

With the introduction of IoT fire and building safety devices such as smart emergency
lighting, smart smoke alarms, remote legionella monitoring and more, assuring that
devices are in the correct location and providing untampered data will become critical for
Accountable Persons and Building Safety Managers.

56

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/building-safety-bill-factsheets/accountable-
persons-factsheet

55

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/building-safety-bill-factsheets/golden-threa
d-factsheet#does-the-golden-thread-have-to-be-digital
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4. INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKCHAIN AS A TRUSTED LEDGER
Blockchain is a hot topic at the moment. Investing in decentralised digital currency is
becoming more and more prevalent and accepted in the financial world and, among
wider society. But did you know blockchain has other use cases beyond cryptocurrency?
A blockchain is essentially a shared database, also referred to as a ledger. Once data has
been filed on the blockchain - it cannot be changed or manipulated making it an ideal
technology for recording important information. Put simply, with blockchain a completely
secure and immutable historical ledger can be achieved.

Despite the rapid acceleration of blockchain into other areas outside of cryptocurrency,
the way the technology works is still a mystery to many. Here’s our attempt to explain
how blockchain can be used to create a secure ledger, specifically a secure ledger that
stores building safety compliance information.

Imagine you are a building owner with an IoT emergency exit light installed in your
building. It’s not just a normal emergency light, but a “smart” light. It has built in
capabilities that allows it to run internal periodic checks and tests to make sure it’s
functioning correctly. After testing itself, it wirelessly sends the test results to the cloud
detailing a pass or fail result. This saves the building owner having to manually test the
light and means all testing results are correlated automatically, and records stored
digitally.
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Everytime the emergency light tests itself it generates a record of compliance data
(pass/fail results). These time-stamped entries are then filed in the ledger.

The building owner is not the only person with a copy of this entry on the ledger. In this
scenario regulators (local authority, fire services) that are invested in the ongoing
compliance of the building also have access to the ledger - so it’s distributed.

Everytime the emergency light completes internal tests to determine if it’s working
properly, it makes a new entry. This time-stamped entry is then filed onto the distributed
ledger.

Picture a testing report entry written into a logbook using pencil, the logbook is then
placed in a filing cabinet and locked with a single key. When we say ‘single key’ we mean
there’s no duplicate, or masterkey for the cabinet. Hypothetically, this logbook entry can
be easily erased without leaving a trace, or changed without anyone knowing any better.

With blockchain technology, entries are etched into a stone wall for everyone to see. All
stakeholders in this particular scenario (building owner, electrical contractor, local
authority, fire service) can see this etched information. If someone chose to
retrospectively modify or tamper with an entry, they would not be able to successfully
reverse the etch without everyone else knowing.

This is the concept of a distributed ledger for building safety reporting enabled by
blockchain technology.

CENTRALISED LEDGER
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DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

5. HOW BLOCKCHAIN WORKS
Blocks are chained together. A ledger is made up of blocks, together these blocks form a
chain and every block in the chain depends on the blocks that come before it.

What makes a block?
To make a block we group a number of entries together. Continuing to use a smart
emergency light as an example, we have a light that’s capable of sending messages that
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detail how it’s functioning. Details can include the light asset number, location of the light,
battery analytics, if the light has been recently triggered, if the bulb is functioning, etc.
Any of these messages that relate to compliance, such as testing results are then added
as entries to a new block.

For a block to be added to the ledger we want agreement that it’s OK, in blockchain
parlance this is called consensus. In public ledgers, where anybody can join, consensus
can involve complex calculations. For compliance, we don’t allow just anyone to join, only
an agreed upon group making consensus easier, not to mention far less power hungry
compared to a public ledger such as those used for cryptocurrency.

Each data block is connected to the block that came before it

What matters is that upon agreement, the block is added to the existing chain of blocks.
Once added, it cannot be altered without breaking the chain that follows it.

Blocks link together to form an irreversible chain: a “blockchain”

Each new block strengthens the verification of the previous block and hence the entire
blockchain. If Block A is the original block, Block B will join with this block to form Block
AB, Block C will then join with the previous block to form Block ABC, and so on.
Tampering with a single block becomes almost impossible as the block not only contains
its own information, but also data inherited from previous blocks. This is how Blockchain
technology offers a way to securely and efficiently create a tamper-proof log of
information. How do we know the entries are correct?
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A blockchain does not guarantee the accuracy of its entries, only their integrity. It stands
as a record of claims that cannot be erased.

In respect to building safety and compliance, other technology such as positioning,
sensors and automation can be combined with blockchain to create a verification
process all the way from data creation to record keeping.

6. DOES LOCATION REALLY MATTER?
Installing safety systems in the correct location is extremely important. For some devices,
like emergency lights and smoke alarms, installation locations are outlined in law.

GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) technology can be layered on top of IoT
technology to verify the location of devices on an ongoing basis. These devices can then
submit data, including up to date compliance and location information to a distributed
ledger (or blockchain). This will create a completely secure end-to-end environment
where building safety devices test themselves and report their status to all the
stakeholders in the equation.

7. HOW DOES SAFEBLOCK WORK
Safeblock is made up of hardware - more commonly referred to as sensors - and
software.

Safeblock GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) nodes act as anchors into the
physical world. Much like a mobile phone using GPS to map out it’s location, the nodes
derive their position within a building using GNSS. Other devices nearby (smoke alarms,
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temperature sensors etc) that are enabled with other more common positioning
technologies, such as Bluetooth or Ultra-wide band, communicate their location to the
Safeblock GNSS nodes.

8. SAFEBLOCK: DESIGNING FOR THE FUTURE
As more and more building owners, asset managers, local authorities and housing
associations adopt IoT technology to monitor their building stock and automate their
compliance, more and more digital information will be generated. This will be a challenge
to manage and analyse, not only for landlords, but also for regulators.

This building information data is one of the most valuable assets a Housing Association
can have. The value and insights derived from this information can improve safety, make
processes more efficient and even reduce costs. But data is only useful if it’s high quality.
Bad data can have the complete opposite effect, it can lead to inefficiencies, compliance
failings and costly mistakes.

Safeblock isn’t just location tracking as part of overall asset management, nor is it simply
a distributed ledger for recording ongoing building compliance. It is a complete
compliance mechanism that removes human error, creates high quality data and
synchronises the approach to building compliance and safety auditing for building
owners, asset managers, compliance managers and regulators.

9. CONCLUSION: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COLLABORATION AND
COMPLIANCE
Full scale, end-to-end compliance management is a reality that the industry is moving
towards. Tools like IoT, GNSS and Blockchain can deliver better safety and regulatory
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compliance to all stakeholders in the mix using a “hands off” approach that improves
efficiency and accuracy.

Safeblock levels up building safety and compliance through accountability and
transparency. Audit capabilities are no longer limited by resources while the burden of
compliance is lifted by automation. Everyone in the equation is happier and building
residents are safer.
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